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University handles
issues with online
registration

Student Senate discusses GSA resolution

BY KARA HAIGHT

The Grand Valley State Uni
versity Student Senate met to dis
cuss the next steps in an on-going
effort to have a more inclusive
student voice, including a resolu
tion that’s purpose is to augment
the university’s graduate student
voice, a collaborative problem
that has been worked on between
Student Senate and the Gradu
ate Student Association for seven
years now.
Executive Vice President of
Student Senate Tendo Lukwago

GVL STAFF WRITER

Waking up at 6:30 a.m. with
course registration numbers in
hand, and with high hopes of
open seats and no early morn
ing classes, many students have
completed registration for yet
another year at Grand Valley
State University.
Course registration for all
GVSU students began March
18 and will continue through
March 29 for current freshmen,
with students registering for
both spring/summer 2013, fall
2013 and winter 2014.
For many, this process can be
stressful and anxiety-filled due
to technology woes, confusing
requirements or capped classes.
When students encounter
error messages or other road
blocks keeping them from the
courses they want, GVSU’s
Registrars Office is one of the
first places they can turn to.
“We often receive calls from
students who attempt to register
online and are unsuccessful,” said
Christy Mayo, associate registrar.
Mayo said problem solu
tions can range from directing
students to other departments,
interpreting error messages, or
simply providing G numbers
to students who have locked
themselves out of myBanner.
“It all depends on the prob
lem,” Mayo said. “The staff in
the Records Office listens to the
student and tries to assist them
in any way they can.”
The office also spends time
before registration opens to get
ready for the increasing needs
during the two-week period.
“We do a lot of preparatory
work to ensure that students
have the appropriate registra
tion date assigned to them,”
Mayo said. “(And) we do a
lot of testing to make sure
everything is working
m
smoothly before registra
tion begins. “
But technology probj
lems aren’t the only worry
come registration time.
Nancy Giardina, vice
provost for student success
said that before and during
the course registration peri
ods, advising centers around
GVSU prepare for students well
ahead of time.
“University-wide, typically
advising centers extend hours
of operation and add more ad
vising appointment slots,” Giar
dina said, adding that walk-in
hours and sessions are also of
fered
more
often due to
registration.
Most
of
the advising
center,
like
the Student
Academic
Success Cen
GIARDINA ter and many
of the col
lege level advising centers are
definitely aware of the increased
need for students prior to and
during registration, Giardina
said, but she encourages students
to plan ahead and not wait just
before the registration period.
“Meet with an adviser, look
at your records ahead of time,
check that you’ve met all the pre
requisites,” Mayo said. “Prepare.”
khaight@lanthorn.com

BY SARAH HILLENBRAND

and President
of GSA Austin
Dean have been
working
this
academic year
to try to de
velop a solution
to the problem
DEAN
of graduate stu
dent underrep
resentation, and their best is to add
more allocated seats to Student
Senate on university committees
so that some of those seats can be
given to graduate students recom
mended by GSA, Dean said.

GVL SENIOR REPORTER

Currently, the university com
mittee seats are for any student
who applies, and senate acts as a
recruiter and appoints students to
those committees, Lukwago said.
“Administration at Grand
Valley is for this going through,”
Dean said at the meeting. “We’ve
been working together to try and
come up with a solution.”
♦
The resolution states that it is
meant%to “express that the Student
Senate of Grand Valley State Uni
versity supports an addition of al
located positions appointed by the
Student Senate to specific Univer

SEE SENATE. A2

LAKERS FOR A CURE
^

#LakersForaCure
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grandvalleyTV

- at tables in

aWhaleRadio

Kirkhof’s lobby

GV student media team
up for telethon fundraiser
me and him kind of realized that a
telethon was possible and that we
n 2013, an estimated 1,660,290 should give it a try.”
Americans will be diagnosed
Area 51, which will be open for
with some form of cancer, ac public audience, will play host to
cording to a recent report released the entertainment element of the
by the American Cancer Society, event with guests including Last
and 280,350 will die from the dis Laker Standing runner-up and
ease - that’s almost 1,600 people comedian Luis Valencia while the
each day in the U.S. alone.
studio will host other guests like
Grand Valley State University’s Louie the Laker and representatives
student-run media groups will from GVSU’s student organization
combine forces March 28 to raise Colleges Against Cancer. The hosts
both money and awareness about will also bring cancer survivors
the disease, which claims one in from the GVSU community cm air
four lives, and is the second lead to talk about the role cancer has
ing cause of death in the U.S.
played in their own lives.
Spearheaded by student-run
The telethon runs from 8-10
television station GVTV, the day p.m., and will be supplemented
of fundraising is done in conjunc by social media coverage by the
tion with the university’s annual Lanthorn as well as a remote live
April 12 Relay for Life walk-a- broadcast by GVSU’s student-run
thon event, all proceeds going to radio station, The Whale, from
the American Cancer Society for the lobby of the Kirkhof Center
foundational support.
for most of the day. Students can
Though GVTV has actively stream The Whale’s live broadcast
participated in Relay for Life for a online or through the station’s new
number of years, 2013 welcomes mobile app, which is currently
their very first telethon event, available on the Android Market.
Lakers for a Cure, which will be
“I think Relay for Life is one of
broadcast live from the basement those things that the Whale and
of the Kirkhof Center in both Area something that first and foremost
51 and the GVTV studio.
GVTV has always been doing and
“When we first got the capabil has always been doing well,” said
ities to go live, me and (news di Dan Spadafora, program director
rector) Bobby (Nielsen) were jok for The Whale. “They do it so well
ing about all of the things that we I’ve always wanted to the Whale to
could do live, and I brought up to be a part of it and do something
him a telethon and it was this on like I said before that’s totally sepa
going joke for a year,” said Jamie rate from student media and more
Bartkowicz, station manager for focused on the community.”
GVTV. “Then, at the beginning
All three student media organiof the semester when we started
SEE CURE. A2
getting in gear for Relay for Life,
BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
GVL EDITOR IN CHIEF

and near Area 51

WATCH

- through an

- telethon broadcast live from Area 51

online PayPal

- online at grandvalleytv.com/live

account
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linked online at
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FUND RAISING GOAL:

$2,400

GVPD looks for suspects
in ‘email misrepresentation’

INTERCULTURAL FESTIVAL
promotes cultural diversity
BY RYAN JARVI
GVL SENIOR REPORTER

Culture is something
everyone has been affect
ed by. No matter where
you’re from or what you
have learned, culture has
played a role.
With roots dating
back to 1963, Grand Val
ley State University has
held a festival each year
to raise awareness of the
many different cultures,
and that festival offi
cially became known as
the Intercultural Festival
in 2005. This year will be
Aris Mantopoulos, grad

I

uate assistant at Campus
Programming and Out
reach of the Office of
Student Life at GVSU’s
second year planning
the festival.
“This event is hosted
each year to recognize
the different ways in
which we’re all diverse”
Mantopoulos said.
“If you have to ask
whether
somebody
qualifies, or an organi
zation qualifies as cul
ture, the answer is yes,
because everything has

BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
GVL EDITOR IN CHIEF

The Grand Valley Police
Department are currently
investigating
fraudulent
email communications at
Grand Valley State Univer
sity.- what Capt. Brandon
DeHaan, assistant director
of the Grand Valley Po
lice Department called an
“email misrepresentation.”
“Individuals are rep
resenting themselves as
faculty staff and adminis
trators of the university,”
DeHaan said. “Suspects are
identifying to specific in

SEE DIVERSITY. A2

dividuals to set up certain
meetings that they don’t
make, or to cancel classes.”
DeHaan said though he
does not think any of the at
tempts made by the suspect
or suspects to cancel classes
have not been successful to
the best of his knowledge,
they are following up on a
number of these email mis
representations and have
written up search warrants
out to telecommunication
companies in reference to
who made the posting.
“We’re treating this as a
criminal matter,” DeHaan

Mbo/u/uf,Jlok & Memmate? cAfeed ta /uddeme?

SUBMIT AN AD TO THE MARKETPLACE t UR
A

sity Commit
tees in an effort
to promote and
increase gradu
ate student per
spective
and
voice.”
Anthony
LUKWAGO
Clemons from
the
Diversity
Affairs Committee had several
questions for Dean, first asking
why he felt graduate students
were not being represented.

i

said. “We’re asking anyone
who has engaged in this
behavior to stop.”
The individual responsi
ble for the fraudulent emails
does face a potential crimi
nal charge along with judi
cial sanctions through the
university’s Dean’s Office.
“Whoever is respon
sible for this, we’re asking
those individuals to come
forward,” DeHaan said.
Anyone with any infor
mation is also being asked
to contact GVPD at 6lb331-3255.
editorlal@lanthorn.com
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a culture behind it,” Mantopoulos said. “Everything has history,
everything has meaning, and ev
erything is done in a way because a
culture exists.”
The event will host several cul
tural performances like belly danc
ing, capoeira and Ghanaian dancedrumming.
“We have a variety of musical
and dance performances, and also
there will be different cultural food
offerings throughout the event,”
Mantopoulos said. “We try to repre
sent as many cultures as possible—
we re not trying to provide an entire
meal to our guests, but more of just
a sampling so people can taste a bit
of culture from around the world.”
In addition to diverse food and
performances, a disc jockey will be
playing cultural music.
“Were trying to create as much
of a festival feel as we can, being

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

that we’re in Michigan and the
weather outside is challenging,”
Mantopoulos said. “Ideally festivals
are held outdoors, but were trying
to bring as much of that festival feel
into the Grand River room."
Tables will also be set up pro
viding information and activities
about various organizations and
academic departments on campus.
“We want people to celebrate
culture, and people can come enjoy
die aspects of different cultures as
well as learn something new,” Man
topoulos said.
Dave Chaness, president of the
Japanese Culture Association and
secretary of the Chinese Language
and Culture Club, has been in con
tact with Mantopoulos since early
this semester.
“Originally the JCA had been
planning our own festival at this
time of the year to complement our
fall festival,” Chaness said. “How
ever, after seeing our requests Axis
asked if we would be more willing

a
I think being exposed
to culture and other
people's culture can
give you a different
perspective and you
can learn something
from people that are
different from you.

ARIS MANTOPOULOS
GRADUATE ASSISTANT

SENATE
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BRIEFS
STUDENT INNOVATORS COMPETE TO WIN $10,000
Young entrepreneurs will be putting their creative ideas to
work, competing for $10,000 in cash prizes at Grand Valley
State University's fifth annual Business Plan Competition.
This competition gives students the opportunity to think
about different business concepts that intrigue them, to pre
pare for business plans, as well as how to effectively pitch
ideas to business investors. This event is sponsored by the
Seidman College of Business' Center for Entrepreneurship
and Innovation, and will be held on March 25 at 6 p.m. in the
Loosemore Auditorium on the Pew Campus.

PROFESSORS CONTRIBUTE AUTISM EDUCATION PLAN
The new Michigan autism Spectrum Disorders Plan ad
dresses the needs of 16,000 students with ASD in Michi
gan's public school system and 50,000 individuals and fam
ilies living with Autism in the state. This plan was released
on March 18 by the Department of Community Health and
the Michigan Autism Council, which focuses on Autism and
family involvement, education support, as well as health
care. To see the Michigan ASD State Plan, visit to www.

“I don’t just speak for
myself on senate,” Clemons
said. “This isn’t just the un
dergraduate Student Senate.”
Dean replied that the
graduate curriculum and
policies are different, there is
a big older-age demographic
and many graduate students
have to deal with issues that
most undergraduates haven’t
had to face yet. “If you be
lieve that you can represent
all students, I would ques
tion you on that,” Dean said
to Clemons.
Dean also added that it is
an undergraduate-led gov
ernance system, and while
the resolution is not a fix-all
for everything, he wants to
do what he can to increase
the graduate voice. He also
emphasized that neither Stu
dent Senate nor GSA should

to integrate our ideas into the Intercultural Festival instead.”
The JCA has invited the Michi
gan Okinawa Association of Chimugukuru-kai for a drum performance
that is set to begin at 6 p.m.
Intercultural Festival organizers
also reserved space for faculty mem
bers who wanted to participate and
complement the festivals activities.
Svetoslav Pavlov, coordinator of
Russian Studies, along with other
faculty and students of the Russian
studies program and the Russian
and Polish language programs or
ganized an Eastern European poet
ry event as part of the festival. Orig
inal poetry by students and faculty
will be read and a poetry recitation
contest will be held. Samples of
Eastern European finger food will
also be available.
“I think being exposed to cul
ture and other peoples culture can
give you a different perspective
and you can learn something from
people that are different from you,”

Mantopoulos said. “ There s a lot to
be learned from exposing yourself
to an environment where so many
different cultures are present”
The Intercultural Festival will be
held March 26 from 5 p.m. until 10
p.m. in the Grand River room of
Kirkhof. The Eastern European Po
etry event will take place the same
day as the festival from 3 p.m. to 5
p.m. in 2270 Kirkhof. Both events
are free and open to the public.
“I think that it is very important
for the students and greater com
munity at GVSU to attend these
events because many people in this
area would not be able to experience
these cultures otherwise,” Chaness
said. “There is very little diversity
in West Michigan and I think that
these types of events are an impor
tant step in changing this.”
For more information on the In
tercultural Festival and a complete
list of performances, visit www.
gvsu.edu/if.
rjarvi(a>lanthorn.com

be blamed for how things
have progressed.
The recommendations of
students to fill the seats would
be given to Student Senate by
GSA, but if GSA is unable to
fill the seats then the respon
sibility falls back on Student
Senate—a cause for concern
among many senators.
Lukwago, who also wrote
the resolution, said that
adding more seats is a good
compromise so that they can
appoint graduate students
to the committees while
not taking seats away from
other students. Some sena
tors were opposed because
they said Student Senate was
already having trouble fill
ing those seats and if GSA
cannot .fill them it puts even
more work on senate.
“There is absolutely no
way I can support this,”
Clemons said. “As a student,
I still speak for all students

when I speak at meetings,
not
discriminatory
for
graduate or undergraduate
students. We shouldn’t be
asking for more seats when
we’re already having trouble
filling them.”
Kathleen Carlson, vice
president of the Education
al Affairs Committee, also
thought the resolution was a
poor plan of action.
“I am going to be in grad
school in a few months, so
it’s not like we cannot pos
sibly fathom what their
lives are like,” Carlson said.
“There is no way that there’s
not one grad student here
that can sit on senate.”
Not all were opposed to
the resolution, though.
“I don’t see why this is
such a negative thing; we’re
not taking away any seats
for undergraduate sena
tors,” said Kathleen Ross
from the Senate Resources

Committee. “I can’t wrap
my head around what they
go through, and I think it’s a
little arrogant to say you can
do that. They can voice their
opinion and own experi
ences that we as undergrads
can’t relate to.”
Earlier in the meeting,
Carlson said that those on
cabinet have been trying to
change their mindset, and
she urged GSA to do the
same, adding that it’s par
tially a matter of pride and
that change wouldn’t hap
pen overnight.
“If this does pass, we are
going to have to work to
gether and not have it be
senate versus GSA,” she said.
The senators will contin
ue to discuss the resolution
and are expected to move
to vote at Thursday’s 4:30
meeting on the Pew Grand
Rapids Campus.

Watch GVTV’s telethon in
person at Area 51, or online
at grandvallevtv.com/live.
Keep up with GVffy The
Whale and the Lanthorn on

“I know everyone has
been affected by cancer in
someway; I mean, I never
met anyone who’s never
known someone,” Bartkowicz said. “There’s a lot of
members in GVTV who
have been personally affect
ed with friends or family, so

we stated doing the team a
couple years ago and every
year we think it’s an impor
tant thing that Grand Valley
students in general should
come out and do and we
want to raise more aware
ness about it ”

shillenbrand@lanthorn.com

michigan.gov/autism.
For more information on Grand Valley's Autism Education
Center, visit to www.gvsu.edu/autismcenter.

ALLENDALE BLOOD DRIVE APPROACHES
The Allendale Campus will host a blood drive through
Michigan Blood in Kleiner Commons today from 10 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. Students can schedule an appointment us
ing the sponsor code "GVSU Allendale" at https://donate.

CURE
CONTINUED FROM A1

zations will be accepting do
nations throughout Thurs
day, both at fables set up iri
Kirkhof, aND through an
online PayPal account, with
hopes to raise at least $2,400.

the media groups will bring
you the latest on the day’s
fundraising events.

editorial@lanthorn.com

miblood.org/portal/.

GRAND
At the LanthCm we strive to bring you the most accurate
news possible. If we make a mistake, we want to make it right.
If you find any errors in fact in the Lanthorn, let us know by
calling 616-331-2464 or by emailing editorial(aXanthorn.com.
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Men, women partner up to showcase gender justice
BY KARI NORTON
GVL LAKER LIFE EDITOR

What have you done that takes
ovaries? Before you jump to con
clusions, this statement is not in
tended just for females.
Grand Valley State University’s
Womens Center made sure to point
out that men can be just as nervy
and courageous - and do things
that take ovaries - in this year’s pre
sentation of “That Takes Ovaries:
Bold Women, Brazen Acts.”
The two-day event took place
on March 22 and 23 - one night in
Allendale and one night downtown
- and featured several acts that told
the stories of brave men and women
standing up for their rights.
“That Takes Ovaries!” ad
dressed mothers taking a stand for
their children and families, wom
en being proud of their sexuality,
and even a girl in a wheelchair
fighting for a cause.
The student started a “Pee Pro
test”, where she would go to the
bathroom outside because her
university did not have wheelchair
accessible bathrooms. Her actions
led to media involvement and the
construction of a brand new bath
room. All it took was “a girl, her
wheelchair and a full bladder.”
Half of the play was from-Rivka Solomon and Bobbi Ausubel’s
book and the other half included
personal stories from GVSU’s
campus and community. During
the Fall semester, people could
submit their accounts and the

ones that fit best with the play’s
mission were chosen.
“We make sure that the submis
sions are in line with the mission of
the play and we work to find a wide
variety of scenes that capture indi
viduals’ diverse experiences,” said
Assistant Director for the Womens
Center Brittany Dernberger. “We try
to select some scenes that highlight

I hope (people)
feel empowered
to take action in
their own lives.

BRITTANY DERNBERGER
WOMEN'S CENTER
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

men’s role as activists for gender jus
tice since the scenes in the original
book focus primarily on women.”
GVSU student Jason Michalek’s
submission “Consent” was one
chosen from GVSU’s community
and he also went on to direct and
perform in several others.
“I was involved last year too. I
found out about male involvement
from the director and was imme
diately interested,” Michalek said.

“I’m glad our production was ex
panded to showcase many issues
and involve many people.”
Michalek’s skit showed men tak
ing a stand and not following the
crowd when it comes to sexual acts.
It clarified that women are not the
only ones that face gender injustice.
The issues, some being contro
versial, were ones that audience
members could relate to and a psy
chologist was present in case some
of the stories hit too close to home.
“I liked it from beginning to
end,” GVSU student Aminah Mu
hammad said. “Family destroyer
stood out to me because breast
cancer is the family destroyer in
my family, so I can relate.”
Following the performance
was an open discussion where
audience members could stick
around and talk about any topics
that stood out to them.
One audience member in par
ticular, a 70-year-old woman,
said she was glad that these is
sues could be talked about nowa-days. Others pointed out that
everybody has their own unique
story and just because they differ
doesn’t mean they aren’t still bold.
“I love seeing those involved in
the performance come to identify
themselves as activists and under
stand how participating in theatre
for activism can impact our com
munity,” Dernberger said. “I hope
(people) feel empowered to take
action in their own lives.”
lakerlifefd)|anthorn.com

BO ANDERSON|GVL

Taking a stand: Andrew Sciacchitano performs a scene during a performance
of That Takes Ovaries! to try to showcase acts that are nervy and courageous.

Division of Inclusion and Equity adds new position
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND
GVL SENIOR REPORTER

BO ANDERSON|GVL

Taking over: Newly hired Adriel Hilton will be taking over as the new assistant vice president for inclusion initiatives at
GVSU. Hilton will be looking to promote the community aspect within the three on-campus student centers.

The Grand Valley State
University Inclusion and Eq
uity Office recently added the
new position of assistant vice
president for inclusion initia
tives. One of the purposes of
the new position is to be a li
aison between the three stu
dent centers that aim to em
phasize and aid in situations
dealing with diversity.
“I believe that adding this
new position will assist stu
dents as this individual will
serve as a liaison to the Of
fice of Multicultural Affairs,
the Women’s Center and the
LGBT Resource Center to
help enhance co-curricular
program offerings,” said
Jeanne Arnold, vice president
for Inclusion and Equity.
Adriel Hilton was hired
to fill the position, and he
said he hopes to promote
access, respect, inclusiveness
and community.
“My goal is to assist with
enhancing
co-curricular
program offerings within
the Office of Multicultural
Affairs, the Women’s Cen
ter and the LGBT Resource
Center,” Hilton said. “Also, I
hope to assist with pipeline

initiatives which encourage
diverse students to consider
Grand Valley State Univer
sity as a university for their
collegiate experience.”
Arnold said the respon
sibilities and duties of the
position are to work with
deans, colleges, depart
ments, schools and divisions
to “provide informational
resources, consultation and
other support that will help
to enhance the university’s
inclusion work” in the areas
of strategic plan implemen
tation, campus and commu
nity climate initiatives, pipe
line initiatives, recruitment
retention and advancement
initiatives for faculty, staff
and students.
Members of the Student
Senate Diversity Affairs
Committee also met with
Hilton to talk about univer
sity goals. Ricardo Benavi
dez, vice president for the
Diversity Affairs Committee,
said the new position will
help the three centers better
communicate and work to
gether, as well as work with
other university offices.
“The university impleSEE POSITION. A6

GV’s marching band
shows off new uniforms
BY AUSTIN METZ
GVL ASSOCIATE EDITOR

As the Grand Valley
Marching Band continues
to expand and push the 200
member barrier, they will be
doing so wearing new uni
forms for the first time in
over 10 years.
“There had been talk of it
years ago before Dr. Martin
was even here, but it was nev
er a real possibility because
of financial reasons,” said
teaching assistant and former
drum major Kyan Kiogima.
“Our current uniforms are
dark, plain, and generic.
The sash across the front is
the only thing that said our
school name and even then
it didn’t go with the “straight
line” look that marching
bands go for.”
When the idea to replace
the uniforms came up, there
were different options they
had to consider.
“We had come to the point
where the uniforms were
reaching the end of their life
and so we were either going
to replace the existing uni
t

forms or there was an option
to have a new coat design,”
said Associate Director of
Bands John Martin. “That’s
what we have done. We have
not changed the hat, well, we
have changed the gold stuff to
silver stuff on the hat, but the
overalls are the same.”
Overall, the band ordered
200 jackets, 50 hats, and 50
bibbers which enabled the
band to have 200 complete
new uniforms.
Jenelle Buehner is a
drum major in the march
ing band and she has had to
wear the band’s old uniform
this past year.
“Most of the pants have
been either altered and
through the years they have
been hemmed in different
places so we have large uni
forms with very short legs,”
Buehner said. “There are a lot
of worn areas that are fuzzy
almost just from bass drum
players or percussionists be
cause we don’t have certain
uniforms for certain sections,
it just depends on size."
Other condition issues

that Buehner pointed out
included missing buttons,
broken tappers, and rips held
together with string.
One of the changes that
was made to the uniforms
was the use of branding to
help the band be identified
more clearly as Grand Val
ley’s marching band.
“The only thing that signi
fied Grand Valley (on the old
uniforms) is a sash that at
taches to the uniform so if you
took that off all you have is a
blue jacket and black pants,”
Martin said. “There are a
whole bunch of schools in the
United States of America that
have blue and black and there
was nothing on the back of
the uniform as well that sig
nified a color change so when
we turned around, it was like
turning off the lights.”
The new uniforms will fea
ture the Grand Valley logo on
the front and on the back will
be printed Grand Valley State.
“The new GV logo that
athletics went to I think two
SEE MARCHING. A6
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New stylet: Drum Major Thomas Duebner (new) and drum Major Jenelle Buehner (old)
pose with the new and old marching band uniforms the school is using.
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QUESTION OF THE ISSUE

I
WAVE YOU OR SOMEONE YOU’RE CLOSE TO
j|EEN PERSONALLY AFFECTED BY CANCER?

“Last week my uncle was diag
nosed with acute leukemia. This
is the first time anyone close
to me has been diagnosed with
something like that.”

CHRIS RENTFROW
Sophomore
Economics
Constantine. Mich.

“Just last week the doctors
found a stage three tumor in my
uncle’s brain. They operated Fri
day, and now he’s in the ICU.”

QUENTIN MUEHLICH
Sophomore
Clinical Exercise Science
Sturgis. Mich.

“Last year my great grandmoth
er died of cancer. It’s scary how
this can happen to anyone at
any time."

w
: mm
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NICK PRIOR
Sophomore
Accounting
Richland, Mich.

“I have not. I pray every day
that no one in my family or
friends will ever have to deal
with cancer.”

f

LAST ISSUE’S VALLEY VOTE:

WEB EXCLUSIVE

Do you consider a brand s reputation
- in terms of employee treatment and
manufacturing standards - when you
make a purchase?

Read the blog:

YES: 67%

LANTHORN COM/BLOG

NO: 33%

“GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES"
by GARRICK SEE

EDITORIAL

LAKERS FOR A CURE
This Thursday, GVSU's student-run media groups need the support of both
students and university community during Relay for Life fundraising efforts
n conjunction with the annual
Relay for Life event next month,
Grand Valley State University’s
student-run media groups will
team up on Thursday for a telethon
fundraising event to help raise money
for the event, collectively setting a
$2,400 goal. Though ambitious, our
groups hope to help educate and raise
awareness about a disease that last
year affected more than 13.7 million
Americans.
In 2013, the American Cancer
Society reports that an estimated
1,660,290 American’s will be diag
nosed with cancer, and 580,350 - or
1,600 - will die from it.
The numbers aren’t all bad,
though. The five-year relative sur
vival rate of cancer patients from
2002-2008 is 68 percent, up from 49
percent in 1975-1977. Though we’re
far from finding a cure, through re
search, prevention and new avenues
for treatment, we’re already finding
ways to more effectively fight the

I

disease over the past few decades,
and save 19 percent more lives in the
process.
Spearheaded by the student TV
station, GVTV and supported by
student radio station, The Whale
alongside yours truly, the telethon
event and radio broadcasts are our
way of helping move even a few
steps closer to a cure. The telethon
will run Thursday from 8-10 p.m.
and broadcast live on Channel 10,
as well as stream online through
GVTV’s website. DJs from The
Whale will stay on the air for most
of the day, broadcasting remotely
from a table in the lobby of Kirkhof,
where all three organizations will
have representatives collecting cash
and check donations.
Donations can also be made
online through a PayPal account,
and you can find links to that ac
count on the top of our website and
on GVTV’s that open at 10 p.m.
Wednesday night and will stay open

through Thursday.
Telethon broadcasts will include
musical acts and comedians, but
also GVSU cancer survivors - stories
from our classmates and our friends
who struggled and overcame the
silent disease that claims the lives of
one in four Americans - the second
most common cause of death next to
heart disease in the U.S. In our ques
tion of the issue, we asked GVSU
students how cancer had affected
their lives, and four out of the five
respondents had been personally
and palpably impacted - both in
their past and present - with cancerstricken loved ones.
We hope the GVSU community
will help support our efforts, which,
though modest, are meaningful;
Our efforts, though modest, are
meaningful; and not just to a small
demographic, but to nearly every
single person in this country.

COURTESY CARTOON I KING FEATURES

DAVID MILLER

"•^Sophomore"
Hospitality and Tourism Management
Moline. Mich

“Yes, my grandfather passed
away about five years ago
shortly following my family’s
move to the Upper Peninsula.

ELI BALE
Sophomore
Liberal Studies
Upper Penunsula. Mich.

jtX/EB EXCLUSIVE
«$ead the column
s
I

(The Piracy Problem?
>y NATE SMITH
SANTHORN COM/EDITORIA

Bracket Love: The Insanity of March Madness

WL OPINION POLICY
goal of the Grand Valley
unthoms opinion page is to act
a forum for public discussion,
*40mment and criticism in the Grand
•Jalley State University community.
*£tudent opinions published here do
J*ot necessarily reflect those of the
S»aper as an entity.
11
The Grand Valley Lanthom aims
be a safe vehicle for community
ussion. The Lanthom will
t publish or entertain any
s of hate speech, but will not
riminate against any other
ws, opinions or beliefs. The
•gontent. information and views
.expressed are not approved by nor
“•ecessarily represent those of the
*Jniversity, its Board of Trustees,
{takers, faculty or staff
Reader submissions on the
page appear as space
its, and are reserved for letters

to the editor only, all other reader
generated content can be submitted
to the Grand Valley Lanthom’s
YourSpace page by emailing
community@>lanthom.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the authors foil name and
relevant title along with a valid email
and phone number for confirming
the identity of the author. Letters
should be approximately 500-650
words in length, and are not edited by
the staff of the Grand Valley Lanthom
outside of technical errors for clarity.

To make a submission, email
at editorial0lanthom.com or by
dropping off your submission in
person at
0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

Got something to say?
We’ll listen.
editorial@lanthorn.com
r

BY CHRISTINE COLLERAN
GVL COLUMNIST

If March Madness is
right, it is in name only. This
is demonstrated by the fact
that the tournament does
indeed occur throughout
the month of March and the
event itself causes wide
spread madness (temporary
insanity, yes- but crazy
is crazy). Now, don’t get
yourself in a tizzy, I am not a
sports-basher. If you are one
of the two people that read
my column every week (hi,
mom) then you know that
I am actually a competitive
sports enthusiast.
Despite my love of sports,
I am not entirely sure I
understand the hype behind
March Madness. I mean
people skip class left and
right to watch “the game
of the week” (for the third

time this week), lunchtime
brings the feverish sharing of
brackets over spicy chicken
sandwiches and two of my
group project meetings have
been canceled so group
members wouldn’t miss
important games.
I cannot be the only one
who fails to see the logic in
March Madness. Why does
this one college tournament,
amidst countless other
collegiate sporting tourna
ments, turn normal people
into bracket-obsessed
basket cases?
Now, the NCAA college
basketball championship
(aka March Madness) is re
ally no different than many
other sporting tournaments
out there. It’s win-or-gohome style, and teams are
invited based on pure merit
or because of a judging
system - concepts that are
neither unusual nor awe
inspiring. The one unique
element of the tournament
is that the major games hap
pen over a fairly short time
period, and I suppose this

could make things slightly
more exciting. However,
all in all, the tournament
remains rather ordinary.
Keeping all of that in
mind, I have to think that
the “madness” of March
Madness originates in pure
competition - the bracket
wars. Other traditional
reasons for following a
tournament closely (iden
tifying with a certain team,
general love of the sport
itself) hardly produces the
nation-wide insanity we see
throughout the month of
March. Basically, the general
madness is not for the love
of the game, but rather for
the love of the bracket.
But wait, it gets crazier.
What are your chances of
having a winning bracket?
Well, first, lets look at some
math done by Professor Jay
Bergen at DePaul University.
With every combination
accounted for, there are
9,223,372,036,854,775,808
possible options for your
bracket (that’s 9.2 quintillion
for you people out there like

me). A little daunting, to say
the least. But, not to worry,
you have some expertise, so
let’s give you the benefit of
the doubt. If you know some
basic facts about this NCAA
men’s tournament (like that
a number 1 seed has never
lost to a number 16 seed,
etc.), then your chances
shoot up to 128 billion. Slam
Dunk, right?
While I do think March
Madness is crazy (the
numbers hack me up),! don’t
believe that people should
stop enjoying the tourna
ment. However, this bracket
obsession is not true love
of the sport, and doesn’t
merit people acting like it is.
Missing class and blowing
off group projects because
your absolute favorite team
in the world is in the World
Series, or the World Cup, or
even March Madness makes
a little sense; however, need
ing to watch all of the March
Madness games ALL day is
just bracket love. And Bracket
Love is not the real thing.
ccolleran@lanthorn.
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FIRST Robotics competition, Science Olympiad take over ;
GVSU, draw in 1,000 students from 41 different high schools

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL

Building from scratch: Students from Twisted Devils robotics team compete in the FIRST Robotics competition hosted by GVSU this past weekend. In all, nearly 1000 students from 41 different
high schools were represented as students were given six weeks to build a robot to be submitted for the competition. The competition is aimed to provide real world experience for students.
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TRANSFORMING THE FUTURE
Robinson to give lecture on creativity and education
BY RACHEL CROSS
GVL ASSISTANT NEWS

Many people go through
their education experience
without really learning dif
ferent ways of thinking. But
Ken Robinson, an educator
and author of the book “The
Element,” aims to teach peo
ple to find their creative side
and passions so that they can
be used for innovation and
fresh ideas in the real world.
On Wednesday, March
27, Robinson will be speak
ing in the Fieldhouse at
Grand Valley State Univer
sity from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Throughout his lecture he
will be discussing how edu
cational systems should im
plement more creativity in
students’ instruction.
Brian Jbara, director of
the Integrative Learning and
Advising office, said “The El
ement” is this year’s book for
the community read program.
“Every year we have a
community reading project
and have a committee to
select the book,” Jbara said.
“Various faculty members
and student affairs select the

classes and units at Grand
Valley to be used in their
teachings. We also connect
with the community public
libraries as well and help
them incorporate the book
into their programming;
we want to involve as many
people possible.”
He added that this year is the
first time ever that the commu
nity read project has become a
joint project with the Frederick
Meijer Honors Lecture Series.
“The Frederick Meijer
Honors Lecture Series in
volves speakers who talk
about creativity, entrepre
neurship, innovation and
education,” Jbara said. “Our
community read project
along with the lecture series
had a synergistic commonal
ity and common thread with
this event, and we both car
ried a good load of under
taking this joint program.”
Jbara said they selected
Robinson’s book as their
community read book this
year because he talks about a
paradigm shift that is occur
ring in education and that
educational systems need to

start thinking about the im
portance of innovation.
“We have had the conver
sation of the importance of
innovation both nationwide
and locally, and this book fo
cuses on not just teaching in
the classroom, but connecting
and applying things outside of
the classroom, too,” Jbara said
Jeff Chamberlain, director
of the Frederick Meijer Hon
ors College, said the selection
of Robinson to speak at GVSU
correlates well with the lecture
series because of his emphasis
on liberal education.
“The Meijer Lecture
Series specifically targets
speakers who can help us
understand how liberal ed
ucation is valuable in our
careers, for leadership and
innovation,” Chamberlain
said. “Robinson gets to that
very well in 'The Element,’ he
talks about how to find your
passion, as well as creating a
culture for innovation.”
Chamberlain said he
highly recommends students
listen to Robinson’s lecture
because he is one of the most
innovative and influential

thinkers in the world.
“Ken Robinson is some
one whose ideas will touch
you and help you in ways
that you can’t begin to fath
om,” Chamberlain said. “He
touches on how different
companies and workplaces
need employers who are as
agile as possible and that
people need to keep finding
more relevant ways that fit
our modern world.”
Jbara said he recommends
students attend this event be
cause Robinson talks about
how people can find their
element, which is crucial for
college students as they pre
pare to enter the real world.
“Robinson has spoken
with people from all differ
ent levels and points in their
academic or professional
careers,” Jbara said. “He em
phasizes that you don’t have
to do something just because
someone else is doing it, but
rather people should think
about doing things outside
the box. It’s all about creativ
ity versus conformity.”
assistantnews
@lanthorn.com

SEBASTIAAN TER BURG | COURTESY
Creative specialist: Educator and author Ken Robinson will
speak at GVSU on March 27, from 7-9 p.m. in the Fieldhouse.

MARCHING
CONTINUED FROM A3

BO ANDERSON | GVL

A brand new suit: The new GV sports emblem will be featured on the front of the new
marching band uniforms when the band takes the field this coming season.

years ago I believe, is very
noticeable and it just stands
out,” Martin said. “I asked
permission from athletics and
received it from Mr. Selgo so
we could use that and he said
yes. On the back of the uni
form, that white shell goes to
the back and the big block let
tering that says Grand Valley
State, it’s going to be very im
pressive on the field and they
will know who we are.”
The overall cost for the
uniforms totaled $50,000
with the money being raised
through different avenues

including the students giv
ing up their stipend.
“One, from the students
themselves, they forfeited
their stipend last year, they
voted to spend their 2012 sti
pend and put all that money,
which was $100 per student
to the uniform,” Martin said.
The other funds were raised
by a private donor and also
with school funding.
“We are very thankful
that there is concern and
appreciation for us,” Mar
tin said. “We were going
to have to buy new ones or
replacement uniforms and
I’m very thankful that there
is a commitment for us be- V

cause the band has grown.
Since my first year, I think
we marched around 129 and
this past season I think we
marched 199.”
For students interested in
trying out for the marching
band, open auditions will be
held on Saturday, March 30
for any wood, wind, or brass
player, for color guard the
tryouts will be May 18, and
for drum line the tryouts
will be May 18-19. For more
information or to sign up for
auditions, visit the marching
band website at www.gvsu.
edu/marchingband.
associate@
lanthorn.com

cess will take about a year
working with faculty, staff
and the vice president of the
Diversity Affairs Committee
to make sure every aspect of
GVSU is functioning rac
ism-free.
“This is an effort for
Grand Valley to receive ac
creditation as a campus and
community that promotes
and exists as a welcoming
and compassionate atmo
sphere,” Benavidez said.
Adding the new position
also helps GVSU further its
goals, Arnold said.
“I believe that adding this
position to the Division of
Inclusion and Equity and
the university supports the
university’s strategic plan
goals,” she said. “This posi

tion will assist the univer
sity in its efforts to build and
sustain an inclusive campus
climate for all.”
Hilton’s research has been
focused on the issues of the Af
rican American male achieve
ment gap and retention in
postsecondary education, so
he said he hopes to impact
GVSU by being a resource.
“I hope to impact the stu
dents at GVSU positively by
informing them that I am a
resource and that I have an
open door policy,” he said. “I
also hope to impact the stu
dents by assisting with the
recruitment and retention of
all students, but specifically
students of color.”
shillenbrand@
lathorn.com

POSITION
CONTINUED FROM A3

Are you a good speaker?
Want to help other
people with their

mented this new office
in an effort to make Grand
Valley a 100 percent racismfree campus,” he said.
Hilton said he hopes to
connect the three centers so
they can receive support and
guidance for their work.
“Each center plays a vital
role in the success of stu
dents at the university and
I would like to bolster the
already existing program
ming and initiatives that are
currently employed at the
university,” he said.
Hilton is also work
ing with The Partners for a
Racism Free Community,
Benavidez said. The pro

T
Now hiring undergraduate*
for 2013-2014. Applications
due by March 29th.
If you are interested in
ecoming a consultant, please
complete oar application for
employment located at
wwwgTHLedu/speechlab

You speak.
We Listen.
Give us a shout!
f
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NAME: Carlos Ceppi
MAJOR:

Sociology/International

relations

OASS/YEAR: Junior,

3rd

year

WHY (ARIOS READS
THE IAHTH0RH:
To stay updated on
events on campus
such as USA's protest
against the Adidas
Contract at GVSU

SHOUT OUT/OU0TE/AWKE:
Shout out to the great
work USAS is doing.

SPONSORED BY BOARDWALK SUBS mtott&gka.
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Art2Park top 10 advance to final round
Final round of voting opens for parking permit design competition
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR

Of the more than 1,330
votes cast to select the im
ages for Grand Valley State
University’s 2013-14 park
ing pass, 1,180 went to the
Top 10 submissions.
Images submitted by Al
exander Paolella, Amanda
Rodgers, Emile? Ritz, Jaime
Rosema,
Kollin
Currie,
Matthew Badyna, Maxwell

(\m>Ym
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Boughton, Nathan Kalinowski, Sarah Aman and Veronica
Beltran were chosen as the
top 10 from the 17 entries.
All members of the
GVSU community could
vote for their three favorite
designs in the last round. In
the final round, anyone with
an active GVSU log-in can
vote for their single favor
ite design at www.gvsu.edu/
ballot. The entrant with the

most votes will be the win
ner of the contest.
“The vote counters will
start over at zero to give
everyone an equal oppor
tunity to win,” said Claire
Marchesano, a parking sys
tems intern who coordinat
ed the contest.
Voting opens March 25 at
8 a.m. and closes March 29
at 11:59 p.m.
news(®lanthorn.com
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OK, SO MY SUBS REALLY AREN'T GOURMET AND

ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON, H.
IN 19*3 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

Suite

/

\

8" SUB SANDWICHES

/V

Cq^ID'S GREATEST
°^Rmet SANDWlG^
Corporate Headquarters Champaign. II

III of my tasty sub sandwiches are a full 8 inches of
homemade French bread, fresh veggies and the finest
meats & cheese I can buy! Ind if it matters to you.
we slice everything fresh everyday in this store, right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

MAXWELL BOUGHTON

PLAIN SUMS'

#1 PEPE‘J
Real applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo.

#2 BIG JOHN
vves

Medium rare choice roast beef, topped with
yummy mayo, lettuce, and tomato.

#3 TOTALLY TUNA’
Fresh housemade tuna, mixed with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, then topped with cucumber,
lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna rocks!)

#4 TURKEY TOM”9

NEED ROOMMATES?
WE CANHELP!

APPLY ONLINE TO RESERVE YOUR APARTMENT TODAY

HOUSING IS LIMITED
AMENITIES
-24 HOUR FITNESS
CENTER. GAME

Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce
SLIM
SLIM
SUM
SLIM
SUM
SLIM

I
2
3
4
5
6

Ham & cheese
Roast Reef
Tuna salad
Turkey breast
Salami, capicola. cheese
Double provolone

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone.
capicola. onioo. lettoce. tomato. & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Hot peppers by request)

#6 VEGETARIAN

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

J.J.B.L.T.*
lacon. lettuce, temato. & mayo.

j
^

(The only hotter ILT is mama's ILT)

^

BOX LUNCHES. PUTTERS. PARTIES!
IEIIVERY ORDERS will include a
delivery charge per item.

*★ JIMMYJOHNS.COM *★

ROOM. THEATER
-FREE TANNING
-YOUR OWN ROOM &

filling

PRIVATE BATH

* Soda Pop
* Eiaot chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie

* Real potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle
* Extra load of meat
* Extra cheese or extra avocado spread
* Hot Peppers

FREEBIES

(SUBS * CLUBS ONLY)

Onion, lettoce. tonato. mayo, sliced cucumber. Rijon
mustard, oil 1 vinegar, and oregano.

NEW HOT rilR

#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
I full I /4 pound of real applewood smoked ham.
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato. & real mayo!

#8 BILLY CLUB”9
Choice roast heel, smoked ham. provolone cheese.
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB’
Real genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham.
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(You hav’ta order hot peppers, just ask!)

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB *
#11 COUNTRY CLUB*"
Fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham.
provolone. and tons of lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(R very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

Fresh baked torkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(It's the real deal, and it ain't even California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB*
Double provolone. real avecado spread, sliced
cucomber. lettuce, tomato. A mayo.
(Try it on my 7 grain whole wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB "

★ SIDES ★

-FREE WIFI & CABLE

My club sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 7-grain bread or my famous
homemade french bread!

#12 BEACH CLUB”9 ®

®

Layers ol provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato,
and mayo. (Truly a gourmet sub not for
vegetarians only...... ...... peace dude!)

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES

I foil 1/4 pound ot fresh sliced medium rare
roast beef, prevolone. lettuce, tomato. A mayo.

Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettoce.
tomato, sliced cucomber. and mayo. (The original)

#5 VITO‘J

A LITTLE BETTER. THAT'S ALL! I WANTED TO
CALI IT JIMMY JOHN S TASTY SANDWICHES. BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET
SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET, BUT
I DON’T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO LET’S STICK WITH TASTY!

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN'
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John s brother Nney. It s huge
enough to feed the hoogriest of all
humans! Tons of genoa salami, sliced
smoked kam. capicola. roast beef,
turkey A provolone. jammed into
ooe of oor homemade French boos
then smothered with onioos. mayo,
lettoce. tomato. A oor homemade
Italian dressing.

Roast beef, turkey breast, lettoce. tomato. A mayo.
In Rmerican classic, certainly not invented by J.J. but
definitely tweaked and line tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA"
The same as oor #3 Totally Tina except this one has
a lot more. Fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone.
cucumber, lettuce A tomato

#16 CLUB LULU”9
Fresh sliced turkey breast bacon, lettuce, tomato.
A mayo. (JJ s original torkey A bacon dob)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER*
Real applewood smoked ham and bacon with lettoce.
tomato A mayo, what coild be better!

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM

leasing@48west.com 616-895-2400
www.facebook.com/Villageat48West

YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!
V ISIS. 7117 7001.7114 7117 7111 JIMMY JIMS flMCOISt lit III IICOTS IfSIlVtl Wi Intru The Sight Ti Mat In? Mtm Cht»(is
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APPLY TO BE A COOK LEADERSHIP
ACADEMY FELLOW
Emerging Leaders Preparing to Build Our Future

The Hauenstein Center's Cook Leadership Academy is a leader development program for 40
Grand Valley undergraduate and graduate students. The program is co-curricular and
cross-disciplinary — this year representing 32 different areas of study — and it provides
numerous opportunities for students to expand their horizons and engage the community.
Cook Leadership Academy Fellows — our students — gain access to Hauenstein Center
events and receptions, high-profile community events, and professional training from
Varnum Consulting, Failure-Lab, and other consultants.
They have been face-to-face with four U*S. presidents, two vice presidents, three first ladies,
four secretaries of state, six state governors, numerous business and nonprofit executives,
multiple Pulitzer Prize winning writers, the world's most decorated academic, a Grammy
Award winner, and a national championship basketball coach.

The Cook Leadership Academy is built around four core programs:
•

.

i

The Wheelhouse Talks

Leader Lens

Guru Mentorship

Muse

Build community at the helm

Challenge your perspectives

Consult collective wisdom

Find your spark

Talks by a distinguished
cross-section of leaders,
where fellows engage
with local leaders and
the community; collect
perspectives, models,
examples, and values of
leadership; create a
shared vision for the
community.

Intimate gatherings,
where fellows explore
leader ideals and ethical
perspectives with
Hauenstein Center
Director Gleaves
Whitney; tell stories and
test ideas; engage,
advise, and coach one
another

Mentor program, where
fellows access the advice,
guidance, and expertise
of community mentors;
intersect with mentors at
live events; tap into (and
contribute to) the
program's collective
wisdom

Reflection-based,
authentic leadership
program, where fellows
explore their personal
narratives and
fundamental values,
goals, and motives;
discover their strengths
and weaknesses as
leaders

For more info visit

For more info visit

For more info visit

For more info visit

Whaelhousetalks.org

Hauensteincenter.org
/cook-leadership-academy

Hauensteincenter.org
/cook-leadership-academy

Hauensteincenter.org
/cook-leadership-academy

Apply Today at

HauensteinCenter.org/fellows-application

Hauenstein center
Cook leadership academy
i
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VOTING ENDS

Results will be posted online through Blackboard on

Monday, April 1st
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ALLYSSA KOPEC
Class Standing: Junior N«xt Year
Campus Involvement: Sigma Kappa Sorority; Student Senate

As a student senator of Grand Valley State University, I plan on
making sure students get the most out of their experience here
at Grand Valley. College is an expensive investment and I plan
on making sure your money is put to bettering your education
by cutting out unnecessary spending. I intend to spread
awareness of student senate to allow students to arise with
their questions, suggestions or complaints. Finally, I will make
it my duty to make sure no student is discriminated against
and their rights respected.

ANDREW J. PLAGUE
Class Standing: Freshman
Campus Involvement Student Senate and Alternative Breaks

If elected to Student Senate, I would like to work on issues related to
Campus Affairs. Overall, my main objective would be to ensure that Grand
Valley's campus continues to meet the ever changing needs of students
while being sustainable both environmentally and economically. Among
other things, I will continue to work with Campus Dining to help them
make their overall product - menus, food quality, hours, etc. -- more
appealing and conducive to the needs and wants of students at Grand

am extremely passionate about Grand Valley State University and their mission
for personal and academic excellence. Through being a member of Student
Senate I hope to exemplify these qualities in a way that helps all GVSU students
grow and learn to their utmost, best ability. As being a previous member of
Senate. I worked on the Diversity Affairs committee. This past year our committee
worked on a resolution to help the LGBT Resource Center, and I personally worked
with Intramural and Club sports to adopt a Transgender Student Athlete Policy. It
has been exciting and rewarding to work with such wonderful people to strive for
equality. I am dedicated to my peers and would love the opportunity to better our
already great campus even more. I have an open-mind, passion for our
community, and a drive to work as hard as possible to make sure student's voices
are heard. As those voices are the future of Grand Valley.

ANTHONY CLEMONS
Class Standing: Junior
Campus Involvement: Sigma Phi Epsilon, College Against Cancer, Honors College Ambassador,|
an Honors College Mentor, Speak Up! Team Against Bias Member,
and an LGBT Resource Center Staff Member.

plan to make sure all student voices are heard . I want to make our Grand
Valley community an even closer and more tight nit family, focusing on our
diversity and inclusion efforts in order to become increasingly important in
our ever changing society. Go Lakers!

Valley.

DANIELLE MEIROW
Class Standing: Junior
Campus Involvement: Sigma Alpha Lambda, lota lota lota
Womens Center Ambassador

I have chosen to run for Grand Valley State University
Student Senate for a fourth year because of my immense passion for
this university and its mission. Over the past three years, I have
committed myself to improving Grand Valley ir\jwh«cbever wapMWW
bestfor my fellow students. In my time on Student Senate, I have
aided inevent planning, talked to administrators abqut on-gojpg
#
projects,voted on resolutions to improve our university, and worked
to makesure the organization itself was running smoothly. I look
forward to aiding in projects next year that continue to benefit
student’s general well-being as well as their ability to live and learn
comfortably, both on and around campus. If you share my passion for
making this university the absolute best it can be, please vote for me.

EMMA MOULTON
Class Standing: Junior
Campus Involvement Student Senate, Campus Ministry, Campus Dining
intermural sports, and Photographer for the Lanthorn

This year was my first year at GVSU as a sophomore transfer, and I
wanted to become involved right away. Joining Student Senate
was the perfect way to become involved with the school I love.
My favorite thing to do is to take what I hear around campus from
other students and use my position on Senate to make those
changes. I have recently taken over the Campus Dining
Committee and have already helped make changes based off
what I have heard from other students. Whether my project takes
a week or five months, I stay committed and interested and
continue to work until I find a solution. I love Grand Valley, I love
making a difference, and I love being a voice of the students,
hope with your vote, I can continue to do the things I love and
continue to make changes to campus that benefit us both.

Finishing up my first year at Grand Valley, I found this community to be
very impacting in my college career. I’m happy that there is a great and
growing selection of tools and organizations that greatly improved my
academic experience. I got attached to the values us Lakers hold, by
involving myself greatly in community service and by expanding my
involvement in groups within the community. These many portions of
the Grand Valley community made my first year here an experience that
will last. This is why I hope that you all elect me to hold a seat in the
Student Senate. I aim to use this seat to work closely on affairs within
our community. I wish to work closely with the campus affairs
committee in order to promote and expand the great opportunities that
the organizations that our community offers. I already have beginning
experience within our own Inter fraternity council which focuses on a
growing part of our community that has provided much service and
philanthropy. In conclusion, as Senator, I wish to give incoming and
current students that seem feeling of satisfaction and pride about
Valley and everything it can provide.

DeMARIO D. BELL
Class Standing: Sophomora

As student senator, I want to continue to represent the student body and
foster the relationships between students and the university administration.
Since being on student senator, I have worked with the operations
department to provide real-life GP§ tracking time for tyie Rapid that is now
available to students. Additionally, working with operations merging a
student-run bicycle rental and repair pipflram for students. ! am a voice that
represents the entire student bod^Tulrro'fM)riJiJo’rit7%l students should
be represented across campus and I am that person to do so. As student
senator, I can guarantee that I will thrive as hard as I can to accommodate
students need and continue to create a comfortable environment and safe
haven for students.

ERIC COUSINS
Class Standing: Junior
Campus Involvement: Resident Assistant

am running for a position on Student Senate because I have
an enormous amount of respect and dedication to this
institution and its students. I would feel honored to be able to
represent the students' interests in meetings, and help make
the best decisions for the benefit of our university. I would do
my best to communicate effectively between students and
administration regarding opinions and ideas on any and all
issues, and see to it that students have the best experience
possible here at GVSU!

Politics have fascinated me for many years. I am very captivated
by spectacular political maneuvers and all that it takes to make
policy and work towards creating law. This is an area of much
interest, and I hope to begin a political career upon graduating.
Experiences firsthand in leadership positions and shadowing a
Michigan lobbyist have brought my understanding of working with
others and the realm of politics much deeper. I have further looked
into the meaning of an influential leader having spoken on the
subject at the recent Leadership Summit. Exploring these domains,
came to see the value of everyone’s opinion. It’s important as a
leader to represent your followers, and I try to maintain thisJn my
actions. On Senate, I aspire to join the Political Committee and
want to symbolize the voices of we students, connecting the GVSU
community to what matters in the political world. As a freshman, I
have been very involved in campus activities and social events
giving me an impression of the values the university and students
hold, and it is good to have the thoughts of the people as a
representative. Your vote in this election is very valued and
appreciated.

JtFFCRY SORENSEN
Clm Standing Samor
Campus Invotvamant: Dana Tau Dattt.
Sabrostsano. Studant Ambassador.
Tha Lanthorn

I am running for Student Senate because my experience as a leader
campus gives great potential to bring new ideas and solutions to the
table As an advertising and public relations major, I am able to use my
classroom, work and organization experiences to not only help develop
strategies of action, but to develop ways of communicating to the student
body in the senate’s Public Relations Committee.
Through my involvement as a leader of Delta Tau Delta
Fraternity and Grand Valley’s Latin dance organization, Sabrostsifno, i
have a high level of experience in event planning, promotion and
communication between student organizations I also have worked with
diverse groups of people, using various communication tools and tactics.
This would benefit the Student Senate by helping Improve and develop
strategies of communication between student organizations and to the
student body.
Student Senate holds a high level of transparency with its
publics This transparency is essential when working with and for such a
large and diverse audience As a senator, I plan to maintain and Improve
that transparency, to make sure that students, faculty, staff and
administration are aware of any changes made that could impact them in
any way

If elected to Student Senate next year I will make sure student
voices are heard. It will be my fourth year on Senate and I
would like to keep up with the things that Senate does now. I
will continue to lobby in Lansing for higher education funding. I
will also continue with voter registration drives and voter
education. One thing that I would like to do for senate next
year, if re-elected, is hold a letter writing campaign so students
can write to their local representatives about questions
regarding higher education funding. I would also like to hold a
meet your student Senator day. This would be a day for
students to meet their student Senators and to give the
Senators ideas or problems that the students might want fixed
My main goal as a student Senator is to make sure that the
student populations voice is heard and to help make Grand
Valley a better place than it already is. As a student you have a
voice and it is important for you to speak up with any questions
or concerns that you might have. Thank you for your time and
consideration!
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JEWEL HAJI
Class Standing: Upcoming Sophomore
Campus Involvamant: Sigma Kappa, Vertical Earth Rock
Climbing Club

I am interested in continuing my membership on
Student Senate on the Senate Resources committee so
that I can keep contributing my ideas and do what I
can to help Grand Valley grow even more. I would
bring my skill of being a good people-person and I
would be able to incorporate this with many aspects of
Student Senate because it is all about being able to
please a crowd of people and m^ke everything flow
well. I also can bring my trait of being very friendly and
outgoing and making people laugh. I would say that I
am very good at making friends and getting along
with any group of people, and this is an important part
of being a member of an organization this big. I want
td be involved in a group that actually makes a
difference and can affect the student body for the
better, and that is what Student Senate does.

JOANNA HAYES
Class Standing: Sophomore
Campus Involvement: Seldman
Passport program,
Alpha Omlcron PI,
Panhal, Hunger and
Homelessness

I am currently the Panhellenic Delegate for Alpha Omicron Pi. in
which I represent our chapter in weekly meetings with all other
Panhellenic sororities and act as a liaison. I am also an active
member of the Hunger and Homelessness student organization,
where we regularly volunteer in the community. In addition to this I
am in the process of completing the Seidman Passport Program,
which allows me to attend seminars to gain further knowledge
about professional settings. I will also graduate from GVSU with the
Intercultural Competence and Experience Certificate. Through this I
will have strengthened my communication skills with people from
other cultures and learn to appreciate and understand differences
among people. These experiences will help me succeed in closing
the gap between student senate and the student body by increas
ing effective communication. I am also a marketing major, which
would help me create new ways to raise awareness of student
events, gather and analyze feed back about what students want,
and reach a larger percentage of Grand Valley students. I am very
goal oriented and I believe that I would be a great representative
for Grand Valley’s student body.

JONATHAN COOK
Who would you like to represent your voice at Grand Valley
as a Student Senator?
Someone who is involved in many clubs and activities
around campus? Someone who is outgoing enough to get
feedback from other students? Someone who will actually
listen to problems around school and look for solutions?
Someone who is excited to take action and make a change?
I am Jonathan Cook and I am all of those things, and more.
As a Laker I want to make sure Grand Valley constantly
improves to offer a better experience to all of the students.
Especially with the new library and Business School I am sure
there will be many new suggestions that the student body
has; and I want to make sure those suggestions are heard
and addressed. I promise to constantly be on the lookout for
ways to help make your school experience better and
encourage you to tell the Student Senate about the changes
you would like to see on campus. With your vote and help. I
have no doubt we can continue the excellence of Grand
Valley.

JORDEN SIMMONDS
Class Standing: Sophomore
Campus Involvement: Student Senate, the Future Alumni Association,
and Delta Tau Delta Fraternity
If elected to serve on Student Senate for the upcoming school year, I
know I would be a valuable asset to the body. Being on Student Senate
for a second year will allow me to help better the lives of students on
campus and uphold the Laker for a Lifetime initiative. Over the past
year, I have served on the finance committee on the Senate. During this
time, I have been able to work behind the scenes helping student
organizations receive funding for their events. This has been a
wonderful experience for me being able to work directly with students
and administrators to help better Grand Valley as a whole. In the future,
I would like to see Senate become a better-known organization with
the student body at Grand Valley State Unfversity. My dedication and
commitment to the Student Senate will definitely persist and represent
the values of a Laker! Please vote for me to serve as a representative of
the student body as a Senator!

JOSE RODRIGUEZ
Class Standing: Sophomore
Campus Involvement: Running Club, National Art Education
Association, Dance Troupe, Best Buddies, Student Senate,
and La Tertulla

KATHLEEN ROSS
Class Standing: Junior
Campus Involvamant: Alpha Omlcron PI, Honors Coltaga

If I were to be elected on Student Senate, I would
assure that the Grand Valley State University student
body would be well informed on ajjjof the issues
dealing with the community. I believe that the students
should know what is going on behind the scenes and
should be able to voice their opinions on the different

One of the biggest things I learned the past year from being a
part of Student Senate is the irmortance of studenLinvolvement.
Throughout the year, Senate harassed resolutions to make
Grand Valley an even more stLmjgpt-oriented canr>pu&$nd, if
elected again next year, I plan to continue contributing to these

issues at hand. It is important that Student Senate be
diverse, as to allow for multiple opinions related to the
issues delegated within the senate. Besides knowing
the issues dealt with within senate, I also believe that
the student body should be informed on what Student
Senate actually is and what we do on a day-to-day
basis as well.

KAYLA POLLARD
Class Standing: Junior
Campus Involvamant: Alpha
Omlcron PI, Panhal, Office of
Student Life Housing and
Resident Ufa

Hello! My name Is Kayla Pollard and I believe that I am a suitable
candidate for student senate. I have served one semester on Student
Senate, the winter 2013 semester, and hope to return to the public
relations committee for the year to come. Currently. I am working on a
pen-pal system within student senators and high school students to
promote, not only senate, but also Grand Valley in general The purpose
of this pen-pal system is to provide a personal aspect to prospective
students, by serving as a mentor to future collegiate students that may
have questions concerning the university. I hope to extend this program
as an option to all students at Grand Valley, while also creating
partnerships of some type to surrounding and other high schools
around the state Currently on Student Senate, this pen-pal programed
just began blossom and is in it's beginning stages. In hope to bring our
first high school in for a tour and pen pal pamngs to the university in the
fall or early winter Although this is one of many proposals I have for the
year to come, this system has potential to create a community not only
on Grand Valley's campus, but also beyond that This program has the
capability to reach out to students that are just beginning to discover
the opportunities and advantages that are concurrent with being a
Laker, not only as a student, but for a lifetime

changes. Specifically, I want to focus on how Grand Valley can
make the curriculum for various programs more student-friendly
and reasonable and ensure a strong student voice in the shaping
of academic policies. My experience from the past year on Senate
ensures that I will be a capable leader, willing and able to act as a
voice of the students.

LAWRENCE WILLAMS
Class Standing: Sophomore

* Q.

LOGAN WYATT
Class Standing: Junior
Campus Involvamant: Dalta Tau Dalta, Swim Club, FQA,
Freshman Orientation Assistant

LISA ARNOLD
Class Standing: Junior
Campus Involvamant: Datta Zata Sorority, Public Rotations
Student Society of America, Future Alumni Association,
and Sigma Alpha Lambda Fraternity
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Student senate has always been of interest to me, seeing it as
both the governing entity of Grand Valley, and as an opportunity
to become more active on campus and to ensure the voice of the
student body is heard. I am currently a second year student with
junior status, working towards a double major in Business
Economics and Finance. I seek to become part of the finance
committee so that I can help make sure funds are being appro
priated in ways that serve the student body advantageously.
Along with serving on the Finance Committee, one of my goals is
to help the student body better understand the purpose and
goals of Student Senate. Being actively involved on campus and
my experience as a Founding Father and Vice President of Delta
Tau Delta, I believe I am fully endowed with the skills needed to
be an upstanding student senator.

Being on Student Senate this past year was a great experience and
something that made me more thankful to be here at Grand Valley Senate
gave me more purpose here on campus and I’ve have learned so much
thanks to it Specifically I was on the Public Relations Committee, which
was beneficial since that is my major Thus it gave me more experience in
the field and Increased my passion for PR One aspect that I enjoyed, and
wish to implement more next year, were the Public Opinion days. During
Public Opinion we asked students questions about what they like about
Grand Valley and what they would like to see change With this, I want to
continue to help be the liaison between students and the University I want
to help the students' voices be heard in order for change to occur when
needed In addition. I want to continue to give back to Grand Valley by
being on the Senate body for another year I also want to Inform students
that their voices really do matter and that changes can be made if you
make an effort to change them

MADELAINE CLEGHORN
Class Standing: Sophomore
Campus Involvement: Phi Mu
Earning a 4 0 is great, but what is an A in class worth if all you walk away
with is a good grade7 We are taught to be polite, respectful, and
intelligent humans Our main purpose is to become educated and make
something of ourselves However, all too often we humans, especially
students, are becoming complacent rather than polite, submissive rather
than respectful, and ignorant rather than intelligent I believe these
detrimental traits come about by a lack of awareness of our surround
ings. whether at our university or across the globe As a member of
student senate. I would try to bridge (he gap between what is going on
at GVSU, and how we can impact other realms of society Providing
easier access to things like volunteer work, learning a foreign language
study abroad scholarships, or attending events related to current or
cultural affairs will help students become the competent people the
world hungers for. To Senate. I bring a level headed sense of leadership,
and a genuine interest in the well being of the GVSU community I plan
to effectively increase communication between the student body and
Senate representatives, so that Senate actions reflect student want»and
needs

One of the things I desire to bring to the table in regards to
Student Senate is the idea that GVSU is more than an educa
tional institution. GVSU is a family; a community deeply
entrenched in our values and traditions while not forsaking the
modern times. I desire to see better outreach to urban communi
ties, reaching poor urban boys like I once were; inspiring young
women to pursue their dreams in hope of a better future; to
acknowledge the ones who left behind opportunities, but
clearing pathways for those who aspire. That's what GVSU is
about!

MARGARITA MUNOZ
Class Standing: Junior
Campus Involvamant: LGBT Rasourca Cantar, Alpha Sigma Tau

%
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By being elected into Senate, I will strive to build a more accepting and
diverse community. I will work towards building connections between
students from all backgrounds developing a more substantial mentality of
community on campus. By working with different organizations on
campus. I will help bring student body issues into focus, allowing for
interactions between organizations and mutual support. Every student has
something to offer, and by highlighting and propelling diversity, this
support can grow exponentially. Through previous experience. I know how
to manage different groups and their interactions, as well as efficient ways
to promote programs and allow them to grow. Thera are multiple issues
that need work within our student body, including gender and LQBT issues
By being on Senate. I will increase discussion on these subjects and
hopefully reach a more efficient solution to these problems, allowing for a
more healthy and aware mindfulness within the University. I look forward
to working with different centers like the Office of Multicultural Affairs, the
LQBT Resource Center, and the Women's Center to help bring these
aspects of our community into the spotlight, and allowing for more cultural
depth within the Grand Valley community.
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MARISSA KOBE
Class Standing Marlui Koba
Campus Involvamant Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority,
Ordar of Omaga honor fratamity, Writing consultant,
and Studant Sanata

MATTHEW BOODEN
Class Standing: Sophomore

I am running for Student Senate for a second year in
a row because I enjoy helping Grand Valley State
University and its student reach their full potential.
On the Political Affairs Committee, we work with the
government in Lansing and petition to try and get
more funding for our school. This year on Student
Senate has has an intense impact on me and has only
increased my passion for Grand Valley State
University. I love working with the various groups on
campus and striving for the continual improvement
of our amazing school. In the future. I would like to
work more with the Public Relations aspect of
Student Senate, so more students are aware of what
we do, how Student Senate can serve them, and how
to be involved. I would be honored to continue to
represent the passionate student body of Grand
Valley State University.

My goals next year for Student Senate require us to
work together as a university. I will assist in making the
mission of the GVSU Student Senate known to the
entire student body. I will work towards making a
difference in our education system here at Grand
Valley, as well as helping students become more
involved on and off campus. I will help the voices of
my fellow students be heard, through events such as
public opinion days. My goal is to make Grand Valley
State University a perfect environment for students to
not only grow, but to succeed.

MEGAN WILLAMS
Class Standing: Sophomora
Campus Involvamant: Studant Sanata, Sigma Kappa
NIK CATUN
Class Standing: Junior
Campus Involvamant Studant Sanata, Alpha Tau Omaga fratarnlty,
Amarlcan Rad Cross Club

Throughout the past year, I have learned a lot by being a
member of Student Senate; as a member of the Campus Affairs
Committee, I have learned a lot about the changes that can be
made to improve our already great campus for current and
future students and fatuity If reelected to the Student Senate
body. I would do my best to accomplish the projects that can be
done to improve Grand Valley. I would like to continue working
on some of the projects that the Campus Affairs Committee has
been working on such as obtaining electronic meters on campus,
obtaining a "DVD Now" machine for campus, and placing more
student art around campus. Aside from continuing work on
current projects, I would also like to help more students
understand what Senate is and what it does to help the
University and all of the student’s here. I think being on Senate
has opened my eyes and helped me become more attuned to
what the student's of Grand Valley wish to see changed, and I
would like the chance to continue to help make that happen

One of my main goals in life is to try to help make
this world a better place. Being a part of student
senate will allow for me to do my best to ensure
that Grand Valley State University continues to be
one of the best universities in Michigan, and
continues to make improvements that will better
students’ time here at GVSU.

RICARDO BENAVIDEZ
%
Class Standing: Senior
Campus Involvement: Student Senate, University Band,
Kappa Kappa Psl

Samantha Conrad
Class Standing: Sanlor
Campus Involvamant: Offlca of Studant Llfa, Sigma Kappa

As the current Vice President for Diversity Affairs it has
been my duty to serve the Senate, the student body, and
the university as a whole. This year the committee has
focused on the diversity and ever-changing needs of
Grand Valley’s student body. It is my goal to encompass
more of our students and engage the rich diversity they
have to offer. I hold a firm belief that the more diverse our
student leadership is, the more change and advancement
that can be made. As student senators it is our duty and
responsibility to convey the voice of the student body to
the university faculty, staff and administration, as well as
to the surrounding community. I promise to continue to
serve Grand Valley State University to the best of my
ability and for the betterment of the student experience
as I have striven to do for the past two years.

For the past three years, student senate has become a major part of my life.
1 am hoping to be re-elected for the student senate and contribute my
previous knowledge and experience to better senate as a whole. My
experience on the senate includes chairing funding boards, being a part of
the budget process, and I have also been a part of new travel guidelines and
internal funding rules. This past year I worked as the Student Life Fund
Assistant in the OSL which taught me many other key elements in the
budget process. All of this experience will help me and senate in the future
to be sure that the funding process runs smoothly. Besides being a senator,
I have made many accomplishments on campus. I am currently the vice
president of communication, and have been the vice president of finance
for Sigma Kappa sorority, so I am aware of their funding process and how
exactly a budget works. Also. I have been a transitions leader on campus,
and apart of the I am Grand Valley program. All of these experiences have
made me a better person, and hopefully a better senator.

Scott St. Louis
Campus Involvamant: Thata Club, Studant Sanata
As a Student Senator on the Educational Affairs Committee
for the past two semesters, I have been actively involved in
various projects consistent with my belief that great
educational institutions provide students with the tools they
need to better themselves. For example. I am currently leading
the effort to make Student Senate a member of the Right to
Research Coalition, an international advocacy organization
representing student groups from approximately 20 countries.
The Coalition supports Open-Access publishing, a form of *
research dissemination that makes it easier for students to
have their scholarly work published through the online
“institutional repositories" offered by various universities
across the globe - including Grand Valley State University's

SHANNON BLOOD
Class Standing: Sophomore
Campus Involvement: Student Senate, Gamma Phi Beta, National
Colligate Honors Society, and a Transitions leader

!

While being a Elementary Education major I care a lot
about academics and the significance of communica
tion in any situation. I plan to be an ambassador for my
peers to make an impact on campus by improving
campus life in any way possible. I would like to as a
member of the educational affairs committee help
improve academics on campus. While I don’t have any
specific stances on any issues presently I am a strong
advocator of hearing my peers opinions on improve
ments I can make while a member on Senate.

w

n«MKM0MManMMaMMMEHwhich i>'p sent-student research
to a worldwide audience vta the Internet. I am also a member
of the University Writing Skills Committee, where I am working
with faculty members to make SWS classes available in an
online format. Later this semester, I will also begin working
with the University Sustainability Committee If elected to a
second term on Student Senate, I will continue these project
- and create others - to make the educational experience
offered by Grand Valley more consistent with student nee
and desires.

This will be my third year running for re-election on the Student
Senate body. In the past two years I have served on the Educational
Affairs Committee, the Finance Committee, and currently hold the
STEPHANIE EWART
position of Vice President of Finance Alongside these positions I
Class Standing: Sanlor
also serve as a member of the University Academic Senate as well
Campus Involvamant:
as a member on the Student Life Fund Allocation Board Serving as
Studant Sanata,
Vice President of Finance has allowed me to grow and strengthen
Slgme Kappa, Transitions the financial process in a variety of ways. My committee and I have
Orientation Program
worked diligently to make sure the current Funding Board process
is fitting the needs of all student’s on Grand Valley’s campus
Alongside advising undergraduate financing, myself and my
committee have worked to implement a funding system for
graduate students. By working with their current financial chair, the
Student Senate and the GSA were able to come to a financial
agreement. If re-elected I will be running for the position of
Executive Vice President. If elected, my main objective is to work on
the structure of Senate as a whole and revise and revamp the
election process Having worked with RSO’s so closely through the
financial process I know there are many leaders who may not know
about the promise Senate holds for them on this campus. My goal is
to have these leaders sought out not only on the body, but also for
their input on matters dealing with Grand Valley If elected
Executive Vice President I will work closely alongside the President
ensuring student's voices are being heard at Grand Valley. I want to
be your leadership and your voice on this campus.

SHELBI RUSHING
Class Standing: Sophomora
Resident Assistant and Sigma Kappa

I want to be on Senate to represent the
concerns of all students on campus. I want to
U stay involved on campus as a leader and help
give back to Grand Valley. I currently am on the
Senate Resources Committee and enjoy work
ing with such a diverse group of people every
day.

TIM LAYER
Class Standing: Senior
Delta Upsllon Fraternity, WHALE radio, campus tours, Grand Valley
Senate, Swim and Dive Club

TAYLORE E. DRYE
Class Standing: Junior
Campus Involvamant: Alpha Sigma Tau, Funding Appropriations Board

I would like to continue to make a difference in the GV
community! I am going to be a senior at Grand Valley in the
Fall of 2013. I am involved in a variety of ways and the
Senate is a great way to see the University in a new light. I
am a member of Delta Upsilon Fraternity, WHALE radio,
campus tours. Grand Valley Senate, and started a brand new
Swim and Dive Club. I also enjoy helping other organizations
with events and taking part in fundraising opportunities. I
feel I am a great motivator to get things donel Changes I
have been advocating for are: upgrading the recreation
center and a way to identify your involvement at Grand
Valley through co-curricular transcripts. I will continue to
advocate for these ideas and more: adding more tutors to
more programs and increasing hours for facility space I love
hearing everyone's opinion and I want to be a strong
advocate for pushing to continue to make Grand Valley a
top University I hope to help spark something new and be a
big voice with new ideas to help bring about change! Grand
Valley is a great school and I want to help it become even
better We can work hard to change»anything that needs to
be changed for the future by voicing our opinions!

I have decided to pursue e position on Student Senate because l went to
be more involved with Grand Valley's Student Life Fund For this reason, I
aspire to be on the Finance Committee, and likewise, would be the most
material avenue for me to gain input on student life finances Over the
course of my education at Grand Valley tuition fund allocation has
become a very important matter to me As a member of Grand Valley's
student body. I want to maximize my experience at this university and
help to furnish that for other students as wall A position on the finance
committee would be the greatest possible avenue to assist In amplifying
the potential of the Student Life Fund
If chosen. I will strive to bring transparency, organization, and efficiency
to the Student Life Fund Not only do I centralize amplification of our
funds but I will also do my best to create a productive atmosphere within
Student Senate in order to permit the highest possible output level I am
highly attentive to detail and will strive to make sure everything is
properly and documented and that I am holding myself accountable at all
times, especially in light of the seriousness of campus finances I am
passionate about Grand Valley and equally passionate about the student
body, and l would Ilka nothing more than to have a hand In making
student life better via the Grand Valley Student Life Fund

maKtr^■■■

TOBIAS HUTCHINS
Class Standing: Sophomora
Campus Involvement: University Band, Wes Leonard Heart Team
As a member of the Grand Valley State University Student
Senate. I would support our university as it continues to garner
national recognition. We need to continue to take advantage and
highlight our strengths, diversity across education and personal
spectrums. being located close to Grand Rapids and the benefits
it gives us. our arts and athletics and the opportunities they
provide as ambassadors to our university.
We must continue to ensure that GVSU develops with the world
around it. and not only develops with It. but LEADS It Student
Senate should be a direct representation of the student body at
GVSU We should focus on making sure that student have some
whet of an idea what is going on around their university, more
often than not I hear students saying they have no clue what is
,
happening around campus, we should work to change this A
student doesn't have to be 100% active with the happenings
around campus but they should feel that at least their voices and
ideas have a voice to be spoken to.
As our university continues to lead the state and the nation. I ask
for your vote to help leed It as a Student Senator
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SHORTS
CROSS COUNTRY
TEAM HONORED

B A S E B A 1. L------------------------------------------------------ :

FRESH START

The Grand Valley State
University women's cross
country team was honored
for their 2012
national
championship during the
halftime
presentation
of
the NCAA men's basketball
tournament game between
the University of Michigan
and Virginia Commonwealth
University at the Palace of
Auburn Hills.
GVSU won its second
national title in three seasons
after scoring 101 points in
the 6,000 meter run, edging
Augustana College by only
four points.
Of the 249 runners, the team
had three top 30 finishes
in the event: freshman
Jessica
Janecke
(fourthplace), sophomore Allyson
Winchester
(sixth)
and
sophomore Hannah Osborn
(twenty-sixth).
GVSU has come away with
a top-three finish for eight
consecutive seasons, and
will hope for another when
they return to action in
September.

2013 FOOTBALL
TICKET INFO
The GVSU Athletics Ticket
Office has announced the
2013 ticket timeline for the
Grand Valley State University
football team.
GVSU
will
host
seven
games during the 2013
season:
Azusa
Pacific
University (Sep. 7), Truman
State University (Sep. 14),
Tiffin University (Sep. 21),
Michigan
Technological
University (Oct. 5), Northern
Michigan University (Oct.
19), Hillsdale College (Nov.
2) and Saginaw Valley State
University (Nov. 16).
The
homecoming
game
will be on Oct. 19 against
Northern Michigan.
Season tickets will be for
sale between April 8 through
Aug. 31 before single game
tickets go on sale July 1.
Season ticket renewals will
be available until March 29.

BO ANDERSON | ARCHIVE

Picked off: GVSU first baseman Giancarlo Brugnoni holds the runner at first during a game against Lake Erie last season. Led by senior pitcher Kyle
Teague, the Lakers have turned a disappointing start to the season into a five-game win streak including a perfect 3-0 in conference play.
>

Lakers open GLIAC season undefeated
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

fter a disappointing showing
in the nonconference portion
of their schedule, the Grand
Valley State University mens baseball
team approached their first GLIAC
matchup as an entirely new season.
In the new season, GVSU is un
defeated.
Over the weekend, the Lakers
secured 1-0, 10-1, and 9-3 victories
over Malone University in GVSU’s

first games in conference play.
“We found a way to win, which
is huge for this team,” said head
coach Jamie Detillion. “The way
we’ve been playing up to this point,
it was almost like we were finding
ways to lose. Our guys competed
when it counted.”
GVSU (9-7, 3-0 GLIAC) need
ed a strong performance from se
nior pitcher Kyle Teague in the first
matchup to score the win. Teague (20) pitched 6.1 innings, while only al-

lowing five hits and three walks, and
managed to strike out five batters.
“He pitched outstanding,” Detil
lion said about Teague. “Late in the
game, when he started to get tired,
he fought threw some tough situa
tions and in the sixth inning, he had
a couple guys on, but he pitched out
of it. That’s exactly what we expect
out of our number one pitcher.”
*
Teague’s pitching was needed af
ter the GVSU offense only managed
two hits in the game. The run was

unearned after a passed ball put Zak
and sophomore Giancarlo Brugno
ni in scoring position. Then sopho
more Jamie Potts hit a grounder to
second base, which allowed Zak to
score the games only run.
“I felt good out there,” Teague
said. “I’ve been trying to get more
back into my stride. Mostly just
keeping the ball down, and earlier
in the game, I was getting ahead of
SEE UNDEFEATED, B2

... . H

GLIAC

STANDINGS
BASEBALL
Ashland
GVSU
Ohio Dominican
Wayne State
Walsh
Hillsdale
Northwood
Tiffin
Lake Erie
Findlay
Malone
Saginaw Valley

BY PETE BARROWS

2-0
2-0
3-1'
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
2-2
2-2
1-3
0-2
0-2

SOFTBALL
GVSU
Ashland
Ohio Dominican
Findlay
Northwood
Hillsdale
Walsh
Wayne State
Tiffin
Saginaw Valley
Lake Erie
Ferris State
Malone
Lake Superior St.

2-0
2-0
3-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-2
0-2
0-2

LACROSSE*
Notre Dame
Lake Erie
GVSU
Wheeling Jesuit
Findlay
Tiffin
Walsh
Alderson-Broaddus
Urbana
*= non-conference

Hot Lakers
excel in cold
temperatures
GVL STAFF WRITER

The Grand Valley State
University softball team
began play three weeks ago
during a season-opening
12-game trip to Clermont,
FI.. Since returning north,
the Lakers have patiently
waited for Mother Nature to
cooperate and permit their
season to continue.
GVSU has already had
five non-conference doubleheaders (against Missouri
S&T University, Urbana
University, Notre Dame Col
lege and Saint Joseph’s Uni
versity) cancelled this year
due to inclement weather
and were forced to revise
their schedule once again
over the weekend. With
a two-game stand against
Ashland already scheduled

for Sunday Mar. 24., GVSU
and Malone University both
made the trip to Brookside
Park in Ashland, Oh. a day
early to avoid Malone’s slop
py home fields. The tem
perature hovered around 30
degrees for the trip and the
fields were softer than ideal,
but the 10-2 Lakers, ranked
No. 17 in the latest (NFCA)
top-25 poll, were excited to
finally be back in action and
begin GLIAC play.
“Today’s (Sunday) game
when we started it was 27
degrees and it got up to a
balmy 31,” said GVSU head
coach Doug Woods. “It was
not fun, but very happy to
start the first weekend of
weekend play 4-0 - very im
portant to get off to a good

' •*

' .*
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Throwing home: Senior Kayleigh Bertram fires the ball back to home plate after fielding the
SEE TEMPERATURES. B2

ball. The Lakers have started the season 10-2 and are currently ranked No. 17 in the polls.

SOCC E R

Soccer opens up the spring season with a win
BY AUSTIN METZ

4-1
4-2
2-2
2-5
2-6
1-5
0-1
0-4
0-5

,

GVL ASSOCIATE EDJTOR

On the heels of 20-2-3 season
that saw the Lakers playing in the
semifinal game, the team kicked off
their spring soccer season with a 1-0
win over Loyola University.
“I think it was a typical spring
game,” said head coach David Dilanni. “It was the first for both teams
so there were moments of very good
play and moments of looking at

things where we need to get better,
and then moments where we just
have to improve on things. I think
the first half was very even in terms
of possessions and opportunities
and I think as the second half rolled
on, Loyola played very well for about
20 minutes and had a lot of chances,
but we weathered the storm and
then I thought we did a nice job of
defending in front of our goal.”
With spring soccer just begin

ning, Dilanni is looking to get his
young players some experience to
help translate into success next year.
“For us right now, this is a re
ally good opportunity for us to give
some of our younger players expe
rience, so we can start figuring out
roles and responsibilities and posi
tions amongst the players in our
program,” Dilanni said. “We are very
young up top. We play all freshmen
except for one sophomore, so it’s a

great opportunity to let them play
and get game experience.”
Following last season, the Lak- !
ers will be trying to fill the holes left ;
by first-team All-American goalie ;
Chelsea Parise, forward Alyssa Mira,
forward Kayla Addison, and for
ward Ashley Botts who were all lost
to graduation.
While there are more questions
SEE SOCCER. B2
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OVERMATCHED
Lacrosse falls to No. 8 ranked Dowling
BY ADAM KNORR
GVL STAFF WRITER

BO ANDERSON|GVL

Leading the offense: Rachel Leibovitz brings the ball up the
field. As a freshman, Leibovitz recorded 38 goals and 3 assists.

UNDEFEATED
CONTINUED FROM B1
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hitters pretty well. My fastball and
slider had pretty good control in the
start. There wasn’t really a situation
where I felt I couldn’t get out of
Senior Brad Zambron picked up his
third save of the season after he recorded the final two outs of the ball game.
In the second game of the doubleheader, it was all GVSU from

SOCCER
CONTINUED FROM B1

than answers at this point in the
spring season, senior defender Au
tumn Jacobs felt the team played
pretty well overall.
“I think we started off a little
rocky being the first game of the
spri^^fflW^Wfrgame went on we
definitely got better,” Jacobs said.
“In the second half there was about
15 or 20 minutes where the other
team had a bunch of comer kicks,
but we played scrappy and didn’t let
them get a goal.”
One of the areas where the
Lakers hope to continue to build
chemistry is on the defensive side.
“We were pretty composed in
the back and then in the second
half we had a lot of good moments
and good build-ups and then we

Despite a quick start and another
strong offensive effort by senior Allyson Fritts, the Grand Valley State Uni
versity womens lacrosse team couldn’t
hold off the unrelenting attack of the
Dowling College Golden Lions on
Sunday afternoon.
Sophomore attacker Victoria Devine
gave the Lakers a 1-0 lead within the
first minute of the game, but Dowling
responded by scoring seven unan
swered goals to claim a lead they would
never let go, winning the match 20-9.
The game took place 12 days after
GVSU’s last game, and a week after the
Seton Hill’s women’s lacrosse team’s fa
tal bus accident.
“The situation last week gave us a
better outlook on how to play hard,”
said sophomore midfielder Alyssa Neumen. “It showed us not to take playing
this game for granted.”
While the loss may look bad on the
scoreboard, the Lakers are able to hang
their hats on a hard-working effort that
they can build on.
Dowling, ranked eighth in the na

the get-go. The Lakers scored four
runs in the first inning, on their
way to a 10-1 win.
“We did a lot of things right
this weekend,” said sophomore
Kevin Zaks, who went 2-for-3 and
batted in two runs in the contest.
“Our whole lineup started to hit
from top to bottom. Our offense
just clicked. When everyone starts
hitting, it helps you hit. We’re
looking to keep the ball rolling

and to build off these solid wins.”
Eight different Lakers recorded
hits in the contest, giving the team a
total of ten.
In the final game of the weekend,
GVSU used another strong start in
the first inning on their way to the
9-3 win in a nine-inning contest.
The Lakers recorded two runs
in the top of the first inning, and
never trailed in the contest.
Junior pitcher Sean Clancy (2-

finished that one goal and a win is
a win,” said defender Taylor Callen.
“There were some rocky moments,
but a win is a win, which is good. I
think we played pretty well.”
Although the spring season is
only five games long, Dilanni is going
to use this time to evaluate his roster
and figure out who should be where.
“I think what we would like to
use the spring for is to determine
and evaluate each position and
player on our roster based on how
they can contribute to the program,
who they can contribute to play
ing at a level where we can hope
fully when the GLIAC and regional
championship,” Dilanni said.
The Lakers next home spring soc
cer game will be held on March 29 ver
sus Davenport University at 6:00 p.m.
associate
@lanthorn.com
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Looking to score: Casey McMillan looks up
the field as she dribbles past the defense.

•Pet Friendly
•Bus stop right out front
•Free high-speed internet
•Free cable TV
•Large bedrooms & two
closets per room

6101 Lake Michigan Drive
A-1500 Allendale
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2) earned the win after he pitched
3.2 innings of scoreless baseball,
and only allowed two hits. Sopho
more Mike Nadratowski fueled
the Lakers offense, going 3-for-4
with two runs, three RBI, a walk,
and two stolen bases.
“One of our goals was to do well
in conference play,” Detillion said.
“It was huge for us to use the first
part of the season as a learning
point. We did some things well,

aknorr@lanthorn.com

we made some mistakes here and
there. It was good to get that all out
of the way before you start confer
ence play. It was great to finally put
everything together offensively,
defensively, and pitching.”
GVSU will have their first home
game of the season this Wednes
day at 2 p.m. when they host Hills
dale College.

CONTINUED FROM B1

•Plenty of parking

q

played encouraging effort, but yet fell
victim to a disappointing outcome.
“We played hard, and the game was
closer than the score indicated,” said
head coach Alicia Groveston. “Our lit
tle mistakes were blatant, but we knew
we were always in it. We never gave
up.
The 2013 season hasn’t gone how the
Lakers envisioned it up to this point, as
GVSU was ranked #1 in the GLIAC
preseason poll. While the Lakers have
yet to play a conference matchup, they
have been unable to settle into a groove,
as GVSU is yet to string together con
secutive wins this year.
The Lakers know that the important
GLIAC games are yet to come, but the
importance of staying motivated for
non-conference games is key.
“We’re not afraid to call each other
out in practice,” Fritts said. “We try to
push each other as hard as we can ev
ery time on the field.”
The Lakers will look to get back on
track Tuesday night at Adelphi (N.Y.)
University.

TEMPERATURES

LIVE THE LIFESTYLE
• scenic panoramic views
• fbll-slze washer 6 dryer
• on-site retail center
•18 2 bedroom • pet fhlendly

tion, is located in Long Island, N.Y.,
centered in the east coast hotspot for
lacrosse. The Lakers played a hardfought game, trying to showcase their
style of midwest lacrosse.
“If felt like we had nothing to lose,”
Fritts said. “We really wanted to show
that even though we’re from Michigan,
we know how to play lacrosse.”
The Lakers scrapped until the end of
the game, but the hard-nosed lacrosse
wasn’t enough to keep GVSU in the
game, as little mistakes accumulated
quickly to form an insurmountable
13-5 halftime deficit.
GVSU played a much stronger sec
ond half, playing the game under more
control and displaying a more skilled
style of play, but it wasn’t enough to de
feat Dowling.
The Lakers didn’t see any reason to
use their layoff as an excuse.
“Practice is like a game,” Fritts said.
“We prepare ourselves enough in prac
tice for a game. Our coach does a great
job of motivating us.”
The Golden Eagles improved to
5-1 with the win, while the Lakers fell
to 2-3 on a game in which GVSU dis

Boltwood

start. That’s the other good
thing - we got to play.”
Senior Hannah Santora
started the weekend with
a career-high 10 strikeouts
(to only three hits and two
walks), retired the side, eight
straight batters in order, in
both the fifth and sixth in
nings and finished the game
with her eighth career shut
out (Santora had a GLLAChigh seven in 2012). With a
strong accompaniment at the
plate, the Lakers took com
plete control of the game and
blanked the Pioneers 8-0.
“It felt very good to finally
get out there and play, even
though it was cold,” Santora
said. “I mean when you’re
out there, you can’t really feel
the cold that much with your
adrenaline pumping, but it
was great to get out there and
play, especially with how we
played this weekend.”
In the second game, after
manufacturing nine more
uninterrupted runs, tem
peratures continued to drop
and Malone mounted a run.
After a four-inning eightstrikeout start by freshman
Sara Andrasik, sophomore
Sarah Wyse relieved her and
retired the side in both the
fifth and sixth innings and
Santora came back in the
seventh to close the game, a
role she employed as a soph
omore, allowing the Lakers
to hold on to 10-8 victory.
“Sara Wyse came in to
pitch and struck out the side,
which was huge,” said senior
Emily Jones. “I know Sara
Andrasik started to struggle
a little bit, so that was huge
for her to come in.”
Seniors Nellie Kosola and
Emily Jones had particularly
impressive outings and like
Wyse and Santora, fulfilled
their roles with precision.
Kosola, who went 7-for-9
Saturday, has batted over
.450 on the season, has got
ten on base on 28 of her 53
at-bats heading into Sunday.
“Nellie gets on almost ev
ery time I feel like,” Santora
said. “That’s a big thing for
your first batter to get on
right away.”
Jones, who has benefited
from batting behind Kosola
and junior Brittany Taylor
who set the table and slug
ger, and fellow senior Katie
Martin who generally ad

sports@lanthorn.com

vances them home, took full
advantage of her opportuni
ties, knocking in seven runs
on Saturday.
“I’m usually just think
ing to drive the ball anyway
that I can,” Jones said. “It re
ally helps this year that after
four years, people don’t want
to pitch to Katie (Martin) at
all, so they’ll pitch to me. So
I know that I’m usually going
to get a few good pitches to
hit, so I just want to put the
ball in play. That’s usually my
main goal out there.”
Group hitting has been a ma
jor component of GVSUs suc
cess so far in 2013 and whether
the top or bottom of the lineup
comes through, the run support
is greatly appreciated
“I feel like in our lineup,
everybody can hit,” Santora
said. “Everybody in the line
up was very tough this week
end and we all hit very well.
Our bats were working very
well all weekend and we kept
playing good defense. We all
played very well.”
On Sunday, both the
weather and the Lakers
picked up right where they
left off. After defeating Ash
land 10-5 in game one, the
Lakers once again held on to
a victory in game two, taking
the decision by a 6-4 margin.
Homeruns by seniors Emily
Holt and Katie Martin, who
hit rampantly in the weekend
sweeps, contributed to the
four-game, 34-run outpour.
“Today
(Sunday),
it
seemed like everyone was hit
ting and that’s usually kind of
how it is with us,” Jones said.
“When one person hits and
we all get going, that’s when
we score a lot of runs.”
Now undefeated.in GLI
AC play and 14-2 on the year,
the Lakers season is back on
track and weather permit:
ting, will continue this week
with six scheduled home
games, the first of which will
be hosted on Wednesday
night against WisconsinParkside at 3 p.m..
“I think this weekend
really got us off to a good
start,” Jones said. “We seem
really confident right now.
Ashland is one of the best
teams in the league so we
know we can beat anyone.
So I think going from now
on we’re pretty confident
that we should be winning
most of our games.”
pbarrows@
1anthorn.com
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Women’s golf finishes
fourth despite weather
ers, who had issues putting
and chipping on the first day
of competition with a 324
stroke performance.
“The greens were bumpy
and slow,” said head coach
Rebecca Mailloux said. “We
improved on the second day.
We just had to get comfort
able and adjust our chipping
and putting.”
BY JAY BUSHEN
Once they got a feel for
GVL ASSISTANT SPORTS
the course, GVSU leap
The Lakers were hoping frogged a number of teams
a trip to Kentucky would Sunday after making some
mean a chance to compete adjustments. The team
on a dry golf course.
made a 14-stroke im
However, mother nature provement, shooting 310
wouldn’t cooperate.
on the day.
The Grand Valley State
Senior Marni Weinstein
University women’s golf finished second on the team
team was able to overcome with a 160 (16) stroke per
the inclement conditions formance, which put her in
at the Whitetail/Buckskin a tie for 22nd place.
course at the Perry Park
Weinstein said her team
Spring Fling over the week was driving the ball well, but
end, ultimately coming away the weather made putting
with a fourth-place finish in frustrating at times.
a field of 24 teams.
“Our swings felt good,
The University of India we just needed a chance
napolis (611) won the event, to play outside,” Wein
besting the University of stein said. “We didn’t play
Findlay (628) and Ashland as well as we can, and we
University (628) who fin didn’t do very well on the
ished in a tie for second greens. They weren’t roll
place. GVSU finished with ing which made them
a team total of 634.
.very difficult to judge. It’s
Sophomore Kelly Har- frustrating, but that’s just
tigan led the way for the spring golf.”
Lakers with a 152 (8) stroke
Junior Veronica Ryan and
performance, good enough freshman Gabrielle Shipley
for a sixth-place tie indi also chipped in with solid
vidually. Hartigan said her performances, as the duo
team could have done better finished in a tie for 32nd
despite the less than desir shooting 162 (18) in the
able weather.
two-day span.
“We need to get back to
The team appears to be
the fundamentals, even if it on the right track after it
was cold and wet,” she said.
started the season with a
The wet greens proved victory at the Las Vegas
to be an issue for the Lak Desert Classic on March

Lakers
return from
Kentucky
after fourth
place finish

ARCHIVE | GVL

Roughing it: Sophomore Molly Esordi hits a chip out of the rough during a match. The

4, but a tendency to play
better in the second round
is still a concern. Mail
loux said her team needs to
eliminate the slow starts if
they hope to have a chance
to win their sixth straight
GLIAC title in 2013.
“We have to come out
of the gate a little stronger,”

a
We didn't play as
well as we can,
and we didn't do
very well on the
greens.

MARNI WEINSTEIN
SENIOR

she said. “I do feel that we
are getting more consistent.
We just have to give it some
time. They’re all hitting the
ball well.”
The team will return to
action April 8 at the Ohio
Dominican Invitational in
Pataskala, Ohio before com
peting in The Triton on April
14 in St. Louis, Mo.
assistantsports(S>
lanthorn.com

Lakers used a strong second day performance to finish in fourth place overall.
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Tennis off to 5-0
start in GLIAC play
•

•

Following a rough 0-5 stretch to enter
conference play, the Lakers have caught fire
BY TATE BAKER
GVL STAFF WRITER

Riding a five game losing
streak is usually not how you
want to be playing as you re
sume conference play.
However, just at the right
time, it all came together for
the Grand Valley State Uni
versity mens tennis team as
they jumped back into their
GLIAC schedule.
After defeating Lake Su
perior State University 7-2
and Michigan Tech Univer
sity 5-4, the GVSU tennis
team is now off to a 5-0 start
in GLLAC play.
“Its a great start we have
right now,” said head coach
John Black. “I think they are
all playing with confidence
right now. That’s great at this
time of the year.”
Sophomore Francis Ber
trand and junior Andrew
Darrell led the way for the
Lakers as they both picked
up wins in the No. 1 and No.
2 singles spots in both GLI
AC matches Saturday. In the
opening match against Mich
igan Tech, Bertrand went on
to win the No. 1 singles 6-2,
6-1, while Darrell followed
with a 6-2, 6-0 victory in the
No. 2 singles event.
“Everybody was on point
this weekend and it showed,”
Bertrand said. “I just went
out and played strong and
didn’t hold anything back. I
think the rest of the team is
playing like that as well.”
The duo of Bertrand and
junior Bryan Hodges paired
up again for the Laker’s
No. 1 doubles team against
Michigan Tech. Bertrand

»

and Hodges won in a con
tested matchup, 9-8.
“It was a big win for these
guys,” Black said. “Bertrand
and Hodges have been play
ing well together. It was nice
to see them continue their
winning streak.”
Sunday’s match-up against
Lake Superior State provided

H
We played with
each other all last
semester, so it
wasn't anything
new to us. It's
always nice to pick

FRANCIS BERTRAND
NO. 1 SINGLES

the same results as GVSU
was led by Bertrand, Hodges,
and Darrell, who dominated
all ends of the court.
“We’ve really been focus
ing on getting better each and
every match,” Darrell said.
“Hopefully we can continue
this spurt that we are on.”
A notable moment during
Sundays match up occurred
in the No. 1 doubles. Within
striking distance down 4-2,

LSSU’s No. 1 doubles took
on Bertrand and Darrell,
who paired up for the first
time in several matches. The
duo won effortlessly and put
GVSU out in front for good.
“I thought we picked
things up and played well
together,” Bertrand said.
“We played with each oth
er all last semester, so it
wasn’t anything new to us.
It’s always nice to pick up
a win.”
The Lakers will have a
chance to prove themselves
within the GLIAC as they
come up on a stretch of
games where they will face
three undefeated teams,
Wayne State University,
Ferris State University, and
Northwood University.
“These games we have
coming up in the GLIAC are
huge,” Black said. “Wayne
State, Ferris State, and Northwood are all undefeated, so it
will be a test for us to prove
how good we really are.”
The overall morale for the
Laker men’s tennis team ap
pears to be growing as their
confidence will continue to
grow with every GLIAC win
they pick up.
“I think we are beginning
to settle in now,” Bertrand
said. “Hopefully we can con
tinue to get better as we go
further into our season.”
After a Sunday eve
ning showcase with West
ern Michigan University,
the Lakers will face Walsh
University this upcoming
Thursday in Canton, OH.
tbaker(S>lanthorn.com
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Water Wars event raises funds for Tanzania
BY BECKY SPAULDING
GVL STAFF WRITER

n March 21, a group
of about
twenty
people gathered in
Die Neimeyer Multipurpose
J»0m for the Water Wars
^vent, to learn about just
Vhat it takes to get clean wa
ter in Tanzania.
. According to a report
ljj>m UNICEF and the
World Health Organization,
26 of the 54 countries in Aftta have less than 25 percent
vJtOitation coverage. That
Jans not only no running
ter, but no clean water, no
)throoms, and nowhere for
otople to wash their hands.
;•%}-Colleen Condra, a sew >r at Grand Valley State
liversity, is working with
_ Ijpbal Sustainable Partner
ships to bring bathrooms
a&d hand washing stations
ip three schools in Tanzania.
^SP is an organization that
*ips provide access to clean
iter for school children in
veloping countries.
’Condra studied abroad
u: Tanzania and saw the
poor sanitation conditions
first hand - and ended up
determined to help.
“I taught in a school there
for a month, I taught in a
private school,” Condra said.
Mhere, the facilities are ‘nice,
but even they have lacking
facilities, and they’re one of
BO ANDERSON|GVL
tfie few that actually had toi Clean waters: Freshman Dakota Lake works with his team to filter and purify water during a demonstration at Thursday’s Water Wars event. The event helped
lets. Most schools don’t, and
to raise money to help provide clean drinking water to countries around the world. Participatents were asked to filter water using different household items.
4$ a result, kids get sick.”
“We use 20 times the water their own filters using two
The Water Wars event, tion in three schools by De groups assembled.
-1; Condra teamed up with
$SP because one hundred hosted by Condra and her cember, she said. Water Wars
They held a relay, in they use,” Condra said, reit sizes of gravel and sand,
percent of their proceeds will fellow Resident Advisor Beth was the kick-off event for her which members of the team erating that in Tanzania, they which are the items used in
go to the children, she said.
Buchanan, was meant to raise Toilets for Tanzania fundrais had to carry heavy buck would have to travel and carry the actual filters.
The Water Wars event,
^ “(GSP) has helped 138 awareness on campus, she ing project, which is also her ets of water back and forth every drop of water they use.
across the room, simulating
The teams also had to meant to raise awareness
schools thus far put filters in said. The event was held on honors senior project.
Roughly 20 people at the trip a family member create a filter for dirtied wa and kick off the fundrais
for their water, and that has the eve of World Water Day.
helped 103,000 children,”
“We’re doing this as our tended the event and were might take in order to get ter using household items ing for Condra’s Toilets for
Condra said. “I partnered program of the month,” Bu split into teams of five, and one bucket of water in Afri like paper plates with holes Tanzania project, will be fol
with Kimberly (of GSP) be chanan said. “We mostly got pitted against each other to ca. In between simulations, in them, slotted spoons, and lowed by more fundraisers.
To keep up on the prog
cause all the proceeds that the idea because we’re doing it raise money. Each team was Condra and Buchanan gave eventually, coffee filters.
After that, Condra dis ress of Toilets for Tanza
she raises go directly to the to support World Water Day asked to put change they’d the groups facts about water
played one of the filters that nia, like them on Facebook
‘ cause, there are no adminis tomorrow, which is the global collected into milk jugs — as use in Tanzania.
Buchanan informed them will be used below the bath and for more information
trative costs taken out of it. effort for water cooperation.”
well as perform tasks that a
A lot of organizations take
But this isn’t the last event Tanzanian might have to in that, on average, Americans rooms in the schools, and ex about Global Sustainable
use 100 gallons of water a plained the Toilets for Tanza Partnerships, visit gspartout half of what you raise, Condra will be holding - she order to get clean water.
nerships.org.
“This is your new fam day - while in Tanzania, nia project and its goals.
you donate twenty bucks hopes to raise the $10,000 it
bspaulding@lanthorn.com
will cost to place the sanita ily,” Condra said as the they use one to five gallons.
. The groups then created
and only ten make it there.”

O
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Sex and the City: Black Women’s Honorable Intentions
BY JACKIE SMITH AND
ELLIE PHILLIPS

JESSICA HOLLENBECK | GVL

£»nd«r •quality: Dr. Erika Edwards speaks to students and faculty about Afro-Argentine
(3*pulations in Buenos Aires in the 1700s and 1800s as well as about gender roles.

Students packed into one
of Lake Michigan Hall’s two
lecture halls on March 19
to hear Dr. Erika Edwards’
lecture, “Sex and the City:
Black Women’s Honorable
Intentions,” on Afro-Argen
tine populations in Buenos
Aires during the 1700s and
1800s. People overflowed
the space, with some even
seated on the floor.
Edwards, a Fulbright
recipient, is a Visiting As
sistant Professor of LatinAmerican History from the
African Studies Department
of the University of North
Carolina-Charlotte.
Though some students
attended out of personal in
terest, the vast majority of
the audience came for the
pedagogical experience - in
other words, their professors
told them to attend.
“It gets them exposed to
not just their professor tell
ing them important and in
teresting things,” said Assis
tant Professor of History at
Grand Valley State Univer
sity Michael Huner. “In that
context, just to hear another
voice gives feedback that it’s
not just their professor tell
ing them things.”
Edwards is a GVSU
graduate who discovered
her desire to research the
experiences of black people
in Argentina during her
repeated study abroad op
portunities throughout her
academic career.
“I was a junior in college
at GVSU studying abroad to
improve my Spanish. I con
tinued for the next 12 years
traveling between Argentina
and grad school, studying
the black history of Argen-

r

tina,” Edwards said. “I con
sider myself part of the Afri
can Diaspora and the ability
to tell the story of somebody
else in the African Diaspora
is part of what it means to be
an African scholar.”
Edwards said that the
three main themes of her
research consist of Africa
Diaspora, Argentina, and
sexuality. What drives her
research is, “The difference
of understanding of race al
lowed the disappearance of
blacks in Argentina.”
The lecture covered the
socio-economic realities of
life in the Argentina barrios
during the eighteenth century
colonial period, and the vari
ous styles of social interaction
that took place throughout
the cities of the time. She de
scribed the social and gender
roles of the different white
and colored peoples, their sta
tus of free or slave, their level
on the social ladder, and the
punishments enacted when
social roles and codes of con
duct were broken.
In amorous relation
ships
involving
white
males and black females,
black women formed al
ternative lifestyles that
exposed them to greater
flexibility and challenged
gender roles. Forced to
live outside the protection
of marriage, black women
in Latin countries became
responsible for keeping
house and children, Ed
wards said.
These practices gave black
women a new identity that
challenged traditional gender
roles and empowered them
to fight for their freedom.
Sponsored by African
& African American Stud
ies, Latin American Studies,

Sigma Lambda Upsilon/ Senoritas Latinas Unidas So
rority, Inc., Area Studies and
the fiistory Department, the
event was a huge success.
Mayra Sanchez, Presi
dent, and Janissa Rodriguez,
Vice President of Sigma
Lambda Upsilon/Senoritas
Latinas Unidas Sorority Inc.
said they were both excited
for their organization to be
a part of this event.
“We felt honored to be
able to serve the GVSU com
munity as well as educate
students about the struggles
that Latina American women
face, specifically Black Latina
American women,” Rodri
guez said. ”We believe that
it is important for others to
understand the struggles that
Latinos have overcome and
are still facing today as they
work towards a better life.”
The presentation was well
received by the audience,
with many people remain
ing afterward to ask ques
tions and discuss the lecture
with Edwards.
“I thought it was wonder
ful! It was really interesting
because it related to a bunch
of other Spanish classes that
I’ve already taken in regards
to race and how it evolved
through Latin America be
cause of colonization,” GVSU
student Carly Hall said.
Not only was this a posi
tive experience for those that
attended and those organi
zations involved, it was also
positive Edwards as well.
“It was a chance to give
back to the professors that I
had here at GVSU that helped
me so much,” Edwards said.
“Its nice for my professors to
see what I have done.”

news@
lanthorn.com
i
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Make-A-Wish hosts second annual Haircut-A-Thon fundraiser
%

Kirkhof Center hosts annual event to donate hair, raise funds for Locks of Love
BY RACHEL MCLAUGHLIN
GVL STAFF WRITER

Four stylists from Grandville’s Strands Hair Salon do
nated their time to cut hair
at Grand Valley State Uni
versity’s Kirkhof Center on
March 20 for Make-A-Wish’s
Second Annual HaircutA-Thon. Participants were
asked to donate 10 inches or
more of their hair to Locks
of Love, an organization that
provides hairpieces to chil
dren who have medical hair
loss from any diagnosis.
Contributors who may
not have had that much hair
to donate were asked to give
a monetary donation that
goes to the Make-A-Wish
foundation, which grants
the wishes of children with
life-threatening
medical
conditions.
“Make a Wish is impor
tant because it gives hope to
children when they need it
most, and even if they are in
poor health they deserve to
feel like they can be anything
and do anything they want,”
Make-A-Wish Club mem
ber Britta Cicansky said.
Haircut-A-Thon was cre
ated by Cicansky last year
after her friend Adrienne
Daniels inspired her to join
GVSU s Make-A-Wish orga
nization. Cicansky wanted
to donate her hair to Locks
of Love again and thought of
how there are events where
groups of people come to
gether and all cut their hair
for the cause.
Cicansky' thought
it
would be a great idea for
a possible Make-A-Wish
fundraiser.
“Last year when I came
up with this idea, I was
getting my hair done and
thinking about how Makea-Wish is helping children
with conditions and so is
Locks of Love and they both
have the same general basis
of helping those who need a
little uplifting so I wanted to

ROBERT MATHEWS | GV.L

More than a trim: Strands Hair Salon in Grandville visited GVSU to cut hair to raise money while holding their 2nd annual Haircut-A-Thon in the Kirkhof Center.

find a way to help with both
and combined the event,”
Cicansky said. *
She met with other mem
bers of the organization and
they loved the idea and from
there a small committee was
created to plan the event.
Emma Linne, the previous
Secretary of Haircut-AThon, got ahold of Strands
Hair Salon, who wanted to

be involved and also donat
ed hair products to be given
away.
“I, as a female, know
how much a part of us our
hair is and I couldn’t imag
ine losing it, so I think that
to give someone who has
lost so much a little extra
confidence is so important,”
Cicansky said. “I know it’s
not the same as their own

hair but anything to make
them feel as beautiful on the
outside as they are on the in
side is important.”
The Make-A-Wish or
ganization also does bake
sales, volunteers for Gilda’s
Club, Kids Food Basket, and
more, but the Haircut-AThon is quickly becoming
a larger fundraiser for the
group to help disadvantaged

children with health-threat
ening medical conditions.
“Make-A-Wish
Foun
dation and Locks of Love
are great organizations that
help a lot of people,” Haley
McLean said.
Two ponytails, at least 20
inches of hair, were cut-off
to be donated to the Locks
of Love foundation along
with $121 in monetary do

nations to be given to the
Make-A-Wish foundation
of Michigan.
“[They’re] both great
causes that help children
feel happiness during hard
times,” Cicansky said. “These
children go through more
than most of us can imagifie
so we should try to make
their lives better.”
rmclaughlin@lanthorn.com

March closes out with Best Buddies celebration
Best Buddies
program helps
students impact
lives of disabled
BYJESSICA SMITH
GVL STAFF WRITER

Anthony Kennedy Shriver founded Best Buddies in
1989 with the goal to create
opportunities for one-to-one
friendships for people with
intellectual and develop
mental disabilities, or IDD.
The organization impacts
close to 700,000 individuals
with and without disabilities
internationally.
Here at Grand Val
ley State University, Best
Buddies impacts around
70 people.
’’What we do is pair a
young adult in the area with
disabilities with a college
buddy, and we just build a
friendship over the years or
course of a year,” said Lizzie
Sheldon, president of Best
Buddies. “We have outings,
which are usually on campus,
once or twice a month where
everyone comes together,
and then they’re expected to
hang out one-on-one once a
month at least, and they need
to somehow have contact
with them each week.”

Best Buddies go to bas
ketball games, watch mov
ies in Kirkhof, have dances,
but the most popular outing
is bowling. In the begin
ning of the year, students
and persons with IDD are
Vnatched up based on their
similarities.
For buddies John Lamer
and Steven Ergang, it was
their love of food that helped
bring them together.
“We like to hang out, we
like to go out, we like watch
ing movies, we like to listen
to music, we like going out
to eat,” Lamer said. “(My
favorite restaurant) would
absolutely have to be Buf
falo Wild Wings. I love that
place. I nailed, right before
Christmas break, 24 bone
less wings.”
“He likes to eat,” chimed
in Ergang with a laugh.
“We go out to eat a lot.
Other than liking to eat ...
that might be it to be hon
est,” Ergang laughed. “I
mean we’re both pretty re
laxed, chill guys and like to
do whatever. We can have a
good time hanging out by
ourselves with nothing re
ally elaborate planned.”
Best Buddies gives stu
dents and people like Lamer
a chance to create life-en
during friendships. Some
Best Buddies are together
throughout their entire col-

Sheldon
said.
Nicole,”
“She passed away a cou
ple months ago. We were
matched on our love of Tay
lor Swift and mashed pota
toes, oh, and Reese’s peanut
butter cups. We were paired
since my freshmaji year. It
was tough, but this is a great
community so everyone
was really supportive.”
Now, Sheldon focuses
on running the organiza
tion. She encourages anyone
who’s interested in being a
Best Buddy to check it out.
“Anytime you want to
join you can be an associ
ate member, which means
that you can be a part of the
group and do all of the ac
tivities that we do, but you’re
not officially matched, so
it’s not much responsibility.
If people are hesitant about
it and want to start off that
way, it’s a good thing to do,”
Sheldon said. “They can join

a
What we do is
pair a young adult
in the area with
disabilities with a
college buddy.

LIZZIE SHELDON
BEST BUDDIES PRESIDENT

lege experience and they be
come family.
Unfortunately for Shel
don, her time with her
Buddy ended unexpect
edly this year.
“My buddy’s name was

anytime in the year, but it’s
best to go at the beginning
because that’s when we’re
really getting everything to
gether.”
Twenty years ago, Best
Buddies had a day to cele
brate their organization and

it’s members. Now, March is
Best Buddies month and you
can get involved by joining
a Best Buddies friendship
walk, rocking Best Buddies
gear, or spreading the word
to end the “R” word.
jsmith@lanthorn.com
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY
AND STAFF some restrictions apply

MARKETPLACE
Looking for one roomate. 2
Employment
minute walk to CHS building.
$300/month plus utilities. Call
5 ROOMMATES NEEDED! Cory at 616-617-0448 for A & L Farm Market and Res
6bed/2.5bath house. August more details.
taurant Cooks and Servers
2013. Rent/room. Rent in
needed info@aandlfarmmarcludes utilities, wireless inter Roomate Needed! Tri-level ket.com
net, cable tv, and laundry. house in Hudsonville.
Partially furnished. Located $325/month. Utilities. Park
on Lake Michigan Drive. Call ing. Shared bath/kitchen. A & L Farm Market and Res
616-453-0923 or email Satellite tv. Internet access. taurant
kfaulkner2121@gmail.com
Close to GVSU. Full time job Cooks and Servers needed
available to canidate that info@aandlfarmmarket.com
pays
$17/hr.
Email
Female roomate needed! ivanbley@charter.net.
August 2013. Loft 45. Two
American Seating Company
spacious
bedrooms. Roomrhate Needed! 2/bed at
Washer/dryer. $400/month. 48 West. Pet friendly. Engineering Drafter
Utilities indued. Call/text $550/month, First payment is Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Emily at (734) 718-1829 for May 1st and. Lease ends Salary: $30-$43K/yr
Search Job ID: 15570591
more info.
July 2014. Please call, text Apply By: April 12, 2013
517-9458681
or email For More information visit
Blayne.Donoho@gmail.com. www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Female Roommate Needed!

Roommates

3/bed house w/ 2 bath.
Downtown Grand Rapids.
Lease starts August 1st until
May 1st. $350/month. 5 min
utes from Pew Campus.
Email kellykai@mail.gvsu.edu
ASAP.
Female subleaser needed!
February-June. Eastown
house. $350/month. Includes
heat, dishwasher, washer,
dryer, and internet. 3/bed
and 1 and a half bath. 2 other
girl roomates. Spacious and
clean. Contact Melissa or
Judi at either 248-982-9147
or 231-736-2449.
Female Subleaser Needed!
Mystic Woods. 3 other fe
male roomates. Upstairs
large bedroom with lots of
lights. Private bathroom and
large closet. Contact Whitney
at allenw@mail.gvsu.edu

Roommate needed! Tri-level
house in Hudsonville.
$325/month. Utilities. Park
ing. Shared bath/kitchen.
Satellite TV. Internet access.
Close to GVSU. Full time job
availabe to candidate that
pays $17/hour. Contact iranbley@charter.net
Subleaser needed! May-July
1st.
48
West.
Rent
$450/month. Will contribute
$100/month. 2 other male
roommate. If interested,
please contact Aaron at
616-209-5170
or
airiplev@hpseaqles.net
Subleaser needed! Summer
2013. 48 West. Top floor of
4bed/4bath apartment. Spa
cious. 2 other roommates.
Wi-fi. Parking. $445/month.
$50 for utilities. Email albrectjosie@yahoo.com
Subleaser Needed! May-July.
Full Circle Townhomes.
$443/montb. Willing to pay
$100 of each month. Locked
room w/private bath. Free
parking pass and low utilities.
Email
vandbrid@mail.gvsu.edu for
more info.

Female Subleaser Needed!
Starting at end of July! 48
West. $410/month. 4/bed.
Style A apartment. Includes
washer, dryer, dishwasher
and is furnished. No pets allowed.
Email
chiaros@mail.gvsu.edu for
Subleaser Needed! Meadows
more info.
Crossing. May-mid July.
$405/month. Willing to cover
Looking for 1 person to sub part of rent. Private bath,
lease a one bedroom apart parking, pool/gym access,
ment at Campus West for dishwaher and washer/dryer.
June and July. If interested, Email
Contact
me
at oyamak@mail.gvsu.edu or
text 248-930-5639.
smithak@mail.qvsu.edu

FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460
classifieds(3>lanthorn.com

Kent County
Assistant Building Mainte
nance Supervisor
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: $40-$47K/yr
Search Job ID: 15570639
Apply By: April 5, 2013
For More information visit
www. g vsu. edu/lakerjobs
New Branches Public School
Academy School Counselor
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15567051
Apply By: 6/1/2013 For More
information
visit
ww w. gvsu. edu/lakerjobs

Haworth, Inc. Design Intern
Location: Holland, Ml Salary:
Paid Search Job ID:
15569500 Apply By: April 30,
2013 For More information
visit www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Thursday. March 28
HON 148 at 6:00 p.m.;
Sennet -Study - Hescardi -1eadl tnolish

Reid Entities Job Title: Pur
chasing Support Intern Loca
tion: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15565230
Apply By: April 30, 2013 For
More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

W!

NATIONALGUARD.com

Steelcase, Inc.
Summer Interns - finance,
marketing and IT
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: paid
Apply By: April 6, 2013
For More information visit
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs

SGT Button

616- 405- 0767

* 3
Frederik Meijer Gardens &
Sculpture Park
Summer Horticulture Intern
ships
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: paid
Search Job ID: 15570504
Apply By: April 12, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

BIGGBY
ALLENDALE

Follow

Nucraft Furniture Company
Logistics Summer Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: $10-$11 /hr
Search Job ID: 15570638
Apply By: May 5, 2013
For More information visit
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs

West Michigan Environmen
tal Action Council Job Title:
Policy intern Location: Grand
Rapids, Ml Search Job ID:
15568461 Apply By: April 30,
2013 For More information
visit www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

BRAIN BUSTERS
Even

Ilf
INFORMATION

Meijer, Inc.
Stats/Data Analyst Intern
(Fall)
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: paid
Search Job ID: 15570334
Apply By: April 6, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Quicken Loans
Account Specialist
Location: Detroit, Ml
Salary: $35K/yr + commis
sion
Search Job ID: 15566884
Apply By: March 28, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Farmers Insurance Group
Office Claims Representative
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15570569
Apply By: April 15, 2013
Internships
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
YMCA of Greater Grand Rap
ids Aquatics Intern Location:
Grand Rapids, Ml Salary: Un
FOX 17 WXMI
paid Search Job ID:
15569381 Apply By: April 25,
Web Producer
2013 For More information
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
visit www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Search Job ID: 15570432
Apply By: April 8, 2013
For More information visit Family Futures
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Summer Internships in ac
counting, marketing/commu
nications, volunteer services,
CAMP Counselors WANTED community education and
for
private
Michigan more
boys/girls overnight camps. Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Teach swimming, canoeing, Apply By: June 1, 2013
water skiing, sports,comput For More information visit
ers,tennis,archery, horseback www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
riding, climbing, windsurfing
& more. Office and mainte Dematic Corp.
nance jobs too. Salary is Finance and IT Business
$1900
and
up
plus Analyst Interns
room/board. Find out more Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
about our camps and apply Salary: paid
online *
at Search Job ID: 15570412
http://www.lwcgwc.com, or and 15570412
call 888-459-2492.
Apply By: April 8, 2013
For More information visit
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
GV Speech Lab - Now hiring
undergraduates for 2013-14. Bethany Christian Services
Applications
DUE
BY Employment Services Intern
MARCH 29th. You speak. ship
We listen. Give us a shout! Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
For more info./scheduling Keyword Search: 15570483
appt. call 616-331-8115. Lo Apply By: April 11, 2013
cated in LSH 240. Visit For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/speechlab
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
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Exchange

by Donna Pettman

Each numbered row contains two clues and two 6-letter answers. The two answers differ from each other
by only one letter, which has already been inserted. For example, if you exchange the A from MASTER
for an 1, you get MISTER. Do not change the order of the letters.
1. Hours of darkness

N

_

2. Powerfully built

__________ Sides on a stop sign
__

3. Code inventor

M

4 Greater in height

__

A

__________ Cowboy's steed

H

______________ Cultivator

__

5. First to cross finish line______ __
6. Actor Glover

__

A

7. Skeleton segments
8 Hit and miss
9. Pituitary, e g
10. Mock

__

L

E

W_______Brilliant

I

N______ Snowy season

______ ____

Marie's singing brother __

__

E

Additional benefit

__

D______ Kidnapper's demand

__

_______ $1,000

O

R

N __ _______ Trade
© 2013 King Feature* Synd . Inc
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CryptoQuip
This is a simple substitution cipher in which each letter used stands
for another. If you think that X equals O, it will equal 0 throughout
the puzzle. Solution is accomplished by trial and error.
Clue: F equals S

FORRPFSCJ T FZGAABSFZ SF
VSMSCJ T BTFW MGZSLAG, S
SDTJSCG PCG LPOAI LTAA SW T
CAN YOU TRUST YOUR EYES? There are at least six differ
ences In drawing details between top and bottom panels. How
quickly can you find them? Check answers with those below.
*peAOUi *i Oeq *9 Oufssiuj si eduis uujv ’S Duissiuj si
p Tpfts Aopoq ujojj
si ©dej. x ’Ouissiuj si ie>pOd Z Doissiuj si 0O01 ;«h 'i :S30N3U3ddlQ

duissiuj

i

DOFFGA LTV.
© 2013 King Features Synd., Inc.
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NARROW YOUR

SEARCH

etween classes, exams, that end of the semester
paper you forgot about and trying to make
precious free time count, let’s be honest - who
has much time to think ahead? The hour is upon
us, Grand Valley State University, but we’ve got your
back. In print and online, here are some heads up for
what’s good in housing, right where you need it.

3...Allendale Map
5...48west
6...Boltwood Apartments
7...Meadows Crossing
8...Campus View Apartments
/

9...Campus West
11...Copper Beech
12...Full Circle Townhomes

GVSUOFFCAMPUSHOUSING.COM

13...Mystic Woods
14...North Campus Townhomes

Find what you're

lo&Jkwg,fob

15...0.tawa Creek Apartments
16...University .Townhouses
17...Map of downtown Grand Rapids
18...Eenhoorn
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ALLEN DALE| Apartments

■

Pierce St.

A. 48 West
B. Boltwood Apartments
C. North Campus Townhomes
D. Meadows Crossing

E. Campus View Apartments
F. Campus West Apartments
G. Copper Beach Townhomes
H. Loft 45

I. Mystic Woods
J. Ottawa Creek Apartments
K. University Townhomes
L. Full Circle Townhomes
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48 West Apartments & own Homes

Show some skin

SAT. 4/6
1:00 P,M.
First 100 registered
at 48 West receive
t-shirt at event.

A I /AJUtftlW!
tUear as many clothes as you Uke...take them
off * donate ...run 4 have fun!

VilligeatStwest
Like our ton page tor more details!

Take your tour today!
24-hr ktiekr.
ViJkWiJUidil Itdtin

thMi

2Arkt ftf***» oaW
24hr yww» t—m
{Jmr

mM

yMkfmm

cemA
Op#o M-F10 am - 7pm
S-S 12pm- 4pm
10097 48th Are. Suite B 400 Allendale Ml 40401
SIS 095-2400 Apply online www.4Swest.coin
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48west adds giant
20-person hot tub
to long list of perks
Did you say hot tub?
Yes we did! Coming to
48>vest this fall will be a huge
20-person hot tub. Imagine
in this cold, nasty weather
you and all of your friends
are sitting in a bubbling hot
tub laughing as the snow
melts on your exposed,
warm shoulders. This is
just another outstanding
amenity that 48west will
add to the numerous ben
efits students receive while
living at 48west.
Missed your favorite
show? You can check out
Theater 48 with its 106
inch projection screen and
surround sound. Just find
your favorite show with On
Demand in HD and have a
seat with up to 50 of your
closest friends.
Are you ready to sweat?
48west’s 2,200 square-foot
fitness center has individ
ual TVs on all the cardio
equipment, plus all the
weights you should ever
need to lift. Still want
more? They’ve also got a
fully loaded game room
with pool tables, shuffle
board, darts, an X-box
with Kinect, a Wii, and
more. Perhaps you were
hoping to cozy up by one
of the fireplaces in the
commons while you watch
the 70” flat screen TV - or

CONTACT
Phone:

616-895-2400

Website:

48west.com

Km

maybe lounging in one of
the private study rooms is
more your style. They’ve
got it all in the Commons
for whatever your mood
may be.
“Choosing to live at
48west was an easy pick,”
said Andrea Tarrant, 48west
resident. “The apartments
are awesome, having your
own bedroom and bath
room is always a plus, and
there are a bunch of differ
ent styles to pick from, so
you have a lot of options.”
She said though some
of her favorite things
about living in 48west are
the Commons area, the
tanning bed and the fit
ness center, the best part
is the events.
“They really try to make
it a community and a home
away from home,” Tar
rant said. “The events are
a great way to get to know
your neighbors and other
residents. Events range
from resident dinners,
girls night out, Griffins
games, block parties, Pinterest nights, March Mad
ness competitions, cook
ing classes, bonfires, super
bowl parties, Zumba and
yoga classes, self-defense
classes, pancakes at mid
night, philanthropic events
and so many more.”
She encouraged oth
er students to check out
48west for a tour. The leas
ing office is open 10 a.m. to
7 p.m. Monday-Friday, and
noon to 4 p.m. on Saturday
and Sunday.
“Take the advice of one
of your peers,” Tarrant said.
“Hop on the 37 and take a
short ride over to the leas
ing office today.”

48west | COURTESY

More than a bedroom: From the action-packed commons to the 20-person hot tub - 48west takes relaxation to the next level.
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Boltwood Apartments lifestyle
fosters tight-knit community
If you are looking for a
small, pet-friendly apart-ment complex close to
Grand Valley State Univer
sity’s Allendale Campus,
you need look no further
than Boltwood Apart
ments.
Located on Lake Michi
gan Dr. less than five min
utes from campus, Boltwood Apartments offer
one- and two-bedroom
apartments at a cost of $710
for a single-bed unit and
$395 per bedroom in the
two bedroom units.
The Boltwood Apart
ments offer a range of ac
tivities for residences to do,
including use of basketball
courts, volleyball courts
and barbecue areas all right
on the premise.
Alicia Myers is a Grand
Valley student who calls
Boltwood home and for her,
the two factors that lead her
to choose Boltwood was
the pet-friendliness and the
small community feel.
“It is really small, its
not very big with only four
buildings,” Myers said.
“After living here for a few
months, you really get to
know the other people in
the community.”
Along with the small

> stop ngfrt out fr

ree

speed internet

CONTACT
Phone:

616-301-9450
Website:

boltwoodgvsu.com
community feel, Myers said
the low cost also helped
with her decision.
“With a cost of about
$400 a month and $15 a
month for a pet, it’s very af
fordable,” Myers said. “They
offer free internet and ca
ble, too, so you are going to
get a lot for your money. It’s
just comfy living.”
Boltwood Apartments
also offers residents on-site
management, on-site main
tenance, exterior lighting,
laundry facilities on site
and a shuttle bus stop in the
front of the complex.
“If you are looking for
something affordable and
nice, this is the place, and
the utilities are cheap,” My
ers said.
Parking at Boltwood
Apartments is on site and is
only $30 for the entire year,
so residents can park for
nearly nothing.
Also available to resi
dents are full kitchen fa

cilities, private balconies,
large flat screen TV’s in se
lect units, free high-speed
Internet, and private and
shared accommodations.
Boltwood Apartments
is not only cheap, but also
offers different ranges of
leases for its residents.
Although
the stan
dard lease is a 12-month
lease, Boltwood also offers
10-month leases and even
short-term leases based on
availability for a monthly
fee. Also needed at the
time of signing your lease
is a $300 security deposit
which you will get back fol
lowing a satisfactory move
out inspection.
Another nice feature
Boltwood Apartments offers
to their residents is four dif
ferent methods of payment.
Rent is due on the first
of every month and Boltwood Apartments accepts
rent payments by check,
money order or cashiers
check, or residents can
make payments online by
credit card.
If you are interested in
renting from Boltwood
Apartments, you can find
more information online at
www.boltwoodgvsu.com or
by calling (616) 895-5875.

rge bedrooms & two closets/room
Free cable TV

ty of parking
4667
Michigan
Allendale. Ml 49401
BOLTWOOD APARTMENTS | COURTESY

Classic comfort: The interior of a Boltwood apartment, which offers an affordable space.
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Get more for your money
with Meadows Crossing
With a great location on
the corner of 48th Avenue
and West Campus Drive,
right across from Meadows
Golf Course, Grand Valley
State University students
can find both sanctuary and
fun at Meadows Crossing.
“We offer a high-quality
living environment for our
residents,” said Karen BierHobbs, Meadows Cross
ing property manager. “We
provide privacy and com
fort, security and an array
of attractive amenities.”
The convenient location
offers even more convenient
access to transportation.
Whether you’re headed to
class, work or somewhere
to relax, Meadows makes it
easy, with on-site bus Rapid
bus stops that connect to
both routes 37 and 48 and
free parking, to boot.
Meadows Crossing of
fer two- and four-bedroom
apartmentsandtownhomes,
two beds starting at $549
per month and four beds
starting at $419 per month.
Each unit is fully furnished
and includes bedroom fur
niture, a sofa, coffee table,
side chair, couch, end table
and entertainment center.
Meadows Crossing units
all come with a dishwasher,
microwave,
refrigerator,
garbage disposal and fullsize washer and dryer - not
to mention a premium ca
ble TV package and high
speed internet at no extra

CONTACT
Phone:

616-892-2700
Website:

meadowscrossi ng .net

cost to students - so you
don’t have to worry about
how to spend your down
time between classes.
All Meadows Cross
ing apartments and townhomes have utilities that
boast energy efficiency
and sustainability, with 90
percent efficient gas-forced
air furnaces, fast-recovery

a
...after living
there for three
years, it feels
like home.

W
ALYSSA MAROTTA
RESIDENT

water heaters, compact
fluorescent light bulbs,
low-flow showerheads and
sink aerators, Andersen
windows, energy-efficient
floor plans and recycling
for paper, plastic, glass and
cardboard.
“It’s nice to only have
to worry about two bills,
the gas and the electric
versus other places where
you could have five, six
bills in different people’s
names and those getting all
tied up,” said Brian Pike, a
Meadows resident. “So it’s
really nice especially having
the Internet included and
cable, things like that. Oth
er places you have to worry
about setting those up and
it’s already taken care for
you at Meadows.”
For those students who
aren’t so easily entertained,

look no further, because
at Meadows Crossing, it’s
hard to be bored - espe
cially when you’ve got an
all-access pass to a resortstyle swimming pool and
spa. Before you hit the pool,
get your body at it’s best
with free tanning and free
24-hour use of Meadows’
fitness center, which houses
treadmills, elliptical, free
weights and much more.
For those who favor out
door exercise, the on-site
basketball and volleyball
courts, as well as expansive
pavement designed to pro
mote biking and walking,
should have you burning
away those calories in no
time.
The Meadows Crossing
Clubhouse takes care of all
of students’ indoor enter
tainment needs with PingPong, foosball and pool
tables along with a quiet
study space and free print
ing, all open* to tenants 24
hours a day, seven days a
week. Fans of the nightlife
can drop by Hip Party Store
to stock up on supplies be
fore having some friends
over, or kick back at the
Hookah Lounge for a more
low-key Friday night.
For an amazing value
and the amenities to match,
check out Meadows Cross
ing while space is still
available. Visit www.meadowscrossing.net , or call
616-892-2700 for more in
formation.
“In my opinion, the best
part about living at Mead
ows Crossing is the townhome itself?’ said resident
Alyssa Marotta. “Its really
homey, you can really make
it your own space. I really
love the way it’s set up- af
ter living there for three
years, it feels like home.”

1 Ipl* j j

rm

Jt1 L.J

SCHEDULE YOUR TOUR TODAY!
Call us at 616-892-2700 or
E-mail us at info@ meadowscrossing.net
Fastest Bus Routes

24 7 Fitness tenter
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CAMPUS VIEW I COURTESY

Fun in the sun: Students float in Campus Views brand new outdoor swimming pool.
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Campus View’s off-kirk blends
activity with family atmosphere
A family approach is an
emphasis at Campus View
Apartments and Townhouses
located within a stones throw
of Grand Valley State Univer
sity’s Allendale Campus.
Located at the intersec
tion of Pierce St. and 42nd
Ave., Campus View has been
serving students since 1967
when current owner Brian
Gardners father opened it.
Today, Campus View is run
by Gardner, his wife Lynn,
and their children and fea
ture many activities for res
idents to participate in.
“We are the only apart
ment complex with a fullcourt, hardwood basketball
court,” Brian Gardner said
“We also offer a swimming
pool, hot tub, an 18-hole Frisbee golf course, and a workout
room for residents to use.”
For students who prefer
indoor activities, Campus
View offers a movie room
that features a 128” highdefinition projection screen,
a video game loft with a 55”
plasma screen, and a game
room with Ping-Pong,
foosball, air hockey, and
pool tables. For residents
looking to use the activities,
there is a one-time activity
fee that can be paid at the
same time as the first rent

payment, and residents can
bring friends over to use
group study rooms. •
A major goal of Campus
View is to help make the
transition from on-campus
living to off-campus liv
ing as smooth as possible.
Gardner said they accom
plish that by offering more
to do than other apart
ment complexes, by being
closer to campus than any
other apartment complex
and even some on-campus
housing, and by caring for
each resident.

CONTACT
Phone:

616-895-6678
Website:

campusviewhousing.
com

Erica Gordon is a GVSU
student who has lived at Cam
pus View since May 2011 and
felt that the atmosphere and
the people are what separate
them from the others.
“The people are great
and the atmosphere makes
staying here great,” Gor
don said. “There are a lot

of things to do here from
the pool to the rec center.
Sometimes I don’t feel like
going back to campus so I
just go to the center.”
Gordon also said that
along with everything there
is to do, the prices of Campus
View remain competitive.
Campus View offers
apartments that are fully
furnished that start at $285
a month per person. The
townhouses offer private
bedrooms and bathrooms
and start at $335 a month
per person with residents
having the option to selffurnish the unit.
For students looking to
get to campus, Campus View
offers the Campus View shut
tle, which Gardner said runs
from 7:45 a.m. to noon and
drops students off in front of
the Kirkoff Center.
As Campus View con
tinues to strive to offer the
best in off-campus housing,
they will be doing so while
continuing to update apart
ments to ensure each unit
has state-of-the-art facilities
for each and every resident.
From laundry amenities to
the gaming aspect, Campus
View has the tools to make
each resident’s transition1
smooth and easy.
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Campus West welcomes new apartment models
You may have noticed a
change along 48th Avenue
near West Campus Drive.
The dirt is moving and
concrete is being poured,
and soon enough you will
see a new apartment build
ing rise at Campus West.
“We’ve seen such a de
mand in tenants wanting 2
bedroom 2 bathroom apart
ments that we are building
more,” said Leasing Con
sultant Delaney Welsh.
“There’s actually been so _
much interest that we only
have a few more units avail
able for the fall.”

CONTACT
Phone:

616-895-5904
Website:

campuswest net

Over the next few
months, Campus West will
be adding 12 two-bedroom,
two-bathroom furnished
units for an August 2013
move-in date. The new
apartments add to an al
ready existing roster onebed, one-bath apartments;
two-bed, one-bath apart
ments; four-bed, four-bath
townhouses and four-bed,
two-bath
townhouses.
Many floor plans are al
ready fully leased for the fall
of 2013.
“We encourage people
to stop by soon so they
don’t miss out on the type
of apartment or townhouse
they desire,” said Leasing
Manager Nichol Payne.
They are approaching full
occupancy for the entire
complex and cannot guar-.
antee vacant units for much
longer.

In addition to a safe
place to live with private
security patrolling the
grounds, Campus West is
an easy-going and afford
able community. “I can
honestly say after living
here for 3 years that I’m go
ing to miss it. They have a
lot to offer to us as students
at a good price — my fa
vorites are the free cookies
and tanning. Every year
I’ve known I wanted to stay
so I was able to take advan
tage of re-signing savings,”
said Cassie O’Toole, senior
photography major, when
asked about her experience
as a tenant.
Are you wondering what
else Campus West has to of
fer? Don’t wait until it is too
late.
Stop in for a tour during
their office hours for more
information.

CAMPUS

CAMPUS WEST I COURTESY
Coming soon: Campus West on 48th Avenue is adding new apartments to their already
extensive roster of options near Grand Valley State University.

PART MENTS

Rent starting at
Only a few apartments remaining!

FREE Wi-Fi, FREE expanded cable, FREE use of fitness room.
FREE tanning, FREE study lounge and rec room & FREE coffee bar
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TOWNHOME COMMUNITIES

WhereStudentsLive. com

• All townhome bedrooms feature a private
full-size bathroom with bathtub/shower
• Multiple-level living for Increased privacy
• Large capacity washer & dryer
• FREE high-speed Internet connection
• FREE expanded cable
• High-effidency heating & air conditioning system
• Premium insulation package
Breakfast bar in kitchen and abundant counter space
• Available furnished or unfurnished

The Community @ CB
•Activity Room
•Online rent pay
•Fitness Center open 24/7
•Snow and Trash Removal
•24 Hour Maintenance Service Requests
Outdoor basketball and volleyball courts
•Management office open 7 days a week
•Located on 48th Avenue
along GV Bus Route 48

Call Today
(616)895-2900
allandala@cbaach.com

10295 48th Avanua
Allandala, Ml, 49401
www.cbaach.com
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Copper Beech gives students plenty of space, fun
With spacious townhomes containing units that
offer Grand Valley State
University students up to
2,000 square-feet of living
space, Copper Beech Prop
erty Manager Cory Corban
said these townhomes are
“perfect for students look
ing to maximize their offcampus living experience
will still enjoying closeness
to campus ”
With townhouses now

Luxury: Copper

available, Copper Beech,
located on the corner of
48th Ave. and Pierce Street,
just west of GVSU’s Allen
dale Campus, offers units
with 1-4 bedrooms, prices
ranging between $400-680
per person depending on
specific style and size.
“Aside from our large
floor plans- Copper Beech
offers ample luxuries at a
competitive price,” Corban
said, adding that in the past

few weeks, Copper Beech
has been leasing a lot of
properties for the 20132014 academic year.
So no matter what you
are looking for, Copper
Creek has what you need.
Whether it is the brand
new 3,600 square-foot gym
that comes fully equipped
with an indoor sports court
and brand new gym equip
ment or the easy access to
stress-free transportation to

CONTACT
Phone:

616-895-2900
Website:

copperbeechgvsu.com

class with two Rapid routes
tucked right within the
community, Copper Creek

aims to make life conve
nient for you.
For students who want
to keep their wheels close
to home for the semester
while they kick back and
utilize Copper Beech’s free
cable and Internet package,
onsite, open-air, carports
and garage parking spaces
will keep your ride safe
while you relax after that
big exam.
Copper Beech town-

homes also include fullcapacity washer and dryers
and large bedrooms with
full-size private bathrooms.
If that’s not enough space,
check out Copper Beech’s
clubhouse, equipped with
a game room, study area,
pool table, TV lounge and
foosball table.
For more information
on life at Copper Beech,
visit www.copperbeechgvsu.com/.

Beech townhomes; (top left) living room; (top right) bedrodm; (bottom left) the outside of Copper Beech townhomes in Allendale; (bottom right)

kitchen space.
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Full Circle Townhomes thinks green, saves students money
Full Circle Townhomes doesn’t
just think green when it comes to
saving on rent money, they’re also
LEED certified and Energy Star
efficient.
Along with competitively
priced rent per bedroom - $550
for two-bedroom, $470 for threebedroom and $445 for four-bed
room - Full Circle Townhomes is
running a special one month free
deal until Dec. 31. But ownermanager Darcie Whiddon said
they don’t have many units left,
and suggests that interested stu
dents sign a lease soon.
“By leasing now, each student
will get one month’s rent for free,”
Whiddon said. “That’s a savings of
up to $1,780.”
But the energy efficient status
can also save tenants hundreds of
dollars on utility costs, too.
“Its all about being green and
conscious of the impacts we have

on the environment,”
Full Circle Townhomes esti
mates savings of more than $800
annually for each tenant, which is
almost half off of what other com
plexes around Grand Valley State
University’s Allendale Campus pay.
“It’s a great place for students
to live because it gives students
the opportunity to make a posi
tive impact on the environment,”
Whiddon said. “By living at Full
Circle, the tenants will breathe
healthier air; they’ll save thou
sands of gallons of fresh water;
and they save hundreds of dollars
on utilities.”
The eight available units come
in two, three, or four-bedroom
options and each unit is built with
green-focused materials including
“Green Wood” floors, “Green Label
Plus” carpet made from recycled
materials and dual flushing toilets.
The “green philosophy” is just

one aspect that drew GVSU stu
dent and resident Chelsie Hernan
dez to Full Circle Townhomes.
“Everything you would expect
to have in a home is included in
Full Circle Townhomes,” Hernan
dez said. “For example there is a
washer, dryer, and dishwasher in
each unit, plus each bedroom has
its own personal bathroom.”
The spacious bedrooms, per
sonal bathrooms and overall look
of the townhomes were also a big
aspect for Hernandez
“Student’s should consider liv
ing at Full Circle Townhomes be
cause the bedrooms are spacious
enough to not only just fit a bed,
TV, etc., but also everything else
a successful college student would
need, like a desk, and still live
comfortably,” she said.
With a location right on Lake
Michigan Dr., Full Circle Townhomes is within walking distance

high speed internet, cable, park
ing, water, snow removal, recy
cling and trash - just another way
Phone:
Full Circle Townhomes is trying
616-558-8853
to save tenants money. And the
free, assigned parking spaces in
Website:
sure tenants always have some
fullcirclegvsu.com
where to park by their unit.
With a think-green focus and
a great location, Hernandez said
it was an easy choice to make, and
of campus. And during the winter, • it only helped that the staff is un
the Rapid Route 37 bus stop is only derstanding and willing to help
students, unlike some larger com
about 100 feet from the units.
“The location is perfect, it’s close plexes, she said.
“I’ve heard horror stories from
to campus so it’s convenient, but it’s
secluded enough to where you are other students on campus about
able to get a homey and relaxed at awful landlord’s and staff that they
have had to deal with in situations
mosphere,” Hernandez said.
Tfie location isn’t the only thing where they live, Full Circle is not
that helps with a quieter atmo like that at all,” Hernandez said.
sphere, though. The walls were built “Full Circle Townhomes staff are
with sound barriers so neighbor all people whom are super friend
ly, easy to get along with and truly
noises will never be a problem.
Included in the monthly rent is care about you.”

CONTACT

ONE MONTH'S FREE RENT!
WMfA

Full Circle Townhomes is
Allendale's only eco-friendly,
LEED- Silver certified rental

community!

2,3, & 4 Bedroom / Bathroom Units

NOW LEASING

W

www.fullcirclegvsu.com

hi

contact@fullcirclegvsu.com

616.558.8853
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Mystic Woods is ‘home away from home’
a home. Students will get
more of a ‘home-y’ feel. It’s
a close community feel and
unique experience.”
Mystic
only
offers
12-month leases, manage
ment said because of such
a high demand and all op
tions are four bedroom
units which means students
must find a group of four
to sign a lease along with a
guarantor form. Most units
come unfurnished, but
there are three or four fur
nished options.
Two addition things res
idents receive is free, cov
ered parking and the ability
to keep pets, although hav
ing a pet does require man
agement approval.

Mystic Woods also offers
a few new amenities includ-

a

It's the closest
thing to renting
a house - it's
like a housing
community.
SCOTT DEKKENGA
OWNER
PROPERTY MANAGER

ing a beach volleyball court
and basketball court.

“The reason I enjoy
living in Mystic Woods
is because it has it’s own
sense of community,” said
current resident Brittani
Hudson. “We all know
who lives in what place
and are friendly when we
see each other. From play
ing volleyball or basket
ball to hanging out on the
front porch, we all enjoy
our community.”
Each duplex has bed
rooms with attached bath
rooms, a kitchen and living
room on the main floor
with a half-bath and laun
dry room on the main floor
as well. Two bedrooms are
upstairs and two bedrooms
are downstairs.

“It’s the only place at
GVSU that offers larger
units,” said owner and prop
erty manager Scott Dekken
ga. “It’s the closest thing to
renting a house - it’s like a
housing community.”
Rent includes cable, In
ternet and trash but tenants
are obligated to pay utilities
- gas, electric and water.
They currently have se
curity, but only as it is need
ed. Maintenance service
is available by request and
emergency
maintenance
service is available.
“The landlord Scott is
amazing as well,” Hudson
said. “He makes an effort
to get to know each of the
residents and respects every

CONTACT
Phone:

616-886-8535

Website:

mysticwoods
community.com

single one of us. We don’t
have to wait weeks to get
anything fixed, he usually
comes over within a day or
two to make sure it’s taken
care of. Mystic Woods is by
far my favorite place to live
as a college student.”

• Energy Star rated units (Save $)
• Large porches to hang out with friends
• Basketball Court, Beach Vofleybai! Court
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• Yes, we are pet friencfly!i
• 8 Students, reserve a whole buMng!
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A COMMUNITY OF COTTAGE-STYLE DUPLEXES
LOCATED IN A QUIET WOODED SETTING
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Mystic Woods living
spaces give students more
than just somewhere to
sleep. They provide Grand
Valley State University stu
dents with a home away
from home.
“They’re spacious, rea
sonably priced and it has
a great community feel,”
said current resident Brad
Wandschneider. “I wish
I would have moved here
sooner!”
Mystic Woods has it’s
own unique community
environment as well.
“I think were unique be
cause of the type of housing
we are,” said Jodi Dekkenga,
owner and property man
ager. “It really does feel like

it
MYSTIC
WOODS

......................................... '

,

OR GOTO: www.mysticwoodscommunity.com

2,000 sq ft Huge! You need to see!
4 Bedrooms with 4 Large Baths attached
Garages for ail Residents - FREE!
Expanded Cable & Internet - FREE!
Privately Keyed Rooms
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NORTH CAMPUS TOWNHOMES | GVL

High Standards: North Campus offers residents a clean and safe environment near GVSU.

North Campus Townhomes
give students room to breathe

616. 551.8523 www.gvsu-townhomes.com
11250 Kistier Ave. Allendale, Ml. 49401

For students looking to
experience townhome-style
living while having a little
personal space from the
bustling Grand Valley State
University campus, life as
a tenant at North Campus
Townhomes next year may
be the life for you.
Located at 11250 Kistier
Ave., North Campus Townhomes provides a more
private living experience
for students ranging from
the serious variety to those
looking for a new locale.
“Its a private quiet area,
and its new which is nice
for us being landlords,”
said complex owner Sonya
Bolks. “The maintenance,
we take pride in that, and as
parents ourselves with col
lege kids, we want to make
sure its a good, clean, safe
environment.”
That parental mental
ity is one of the main things
that separate North Campus
Townhomes from other offcampus apartment complex

es. With very spacious build
ings, the complex has all the
amenities of living at home.
Standards are high and
when people call Bolks
at North Campus Townhomes with an issue, they
jump to it to try to fix ten
ants needs. Bolks and her
husband Steve are actually
new landlords this year, but
tenant Tyler Ferguson said
the transition and complex
has been exactly what he’s
looking for.
“Its nice and quiet, its
spacious and under control
and doesn’t have the crazi
ness with bills,” the sopho
more psychology major
said. “Sonya has been here
three times in just a few
weeks, she comes around
and checks in with us ...
I’m enjoying it here so far.”
As for amenities, the
complex includes a full
washer and dryer along
with pre-paid cable, Inter
net and water for tenants.
Also included are a micro-

CONTACT
Phone:

616-551-8523
Website:

gvsu-townhomes.com
wave and dishwasher in the
kitchen. With the location
tucked back off Lake Mich
igan Dr., tenants are also
within walking distance of
the bus stop, GVSU’s main
entrance and the Speedway
down the road.
The
complex
offers
unique three-bedroom, twobath set ups with leases rang
ing from a 10-month version
to a 12-month version.
“As local owners, we’re
close by and maintenance
is always taken care of,”
Bolks said. “Myself being a
parent, now I look at is as
having 15 kids. Being in
the community, our repu
tation is on it, so we have
very high standards being
locally owned.”
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OTTAWA CREEK APARTMENTS | COURTESY

Close and comfy: Ottawa Creek's location provide easy access to shopping near GVSU.

Country calm at Ottawa Creek
Separated from Lake
Michigan Drive by a grassy
field, the peaceful atmo
sphere of Ottawa Creek
Apartments provides stu
dents a prime environment
for relaxation after the hustle
and bustle of school.
“The quiet and serene
country setting that sur
rounds OCA is the perfect
location for residents to
unwind after a busy day
of classes and studying at
Grand Valley State Univer
sity,” said Terri Ainslie of the
complex office.
But residents are never
far from the fun of com
mercial strips, if that’s what
they’re looking for.
The apartments are locat
ed about a mile from GVSU,
within walking distance
of Peppino’s Pizza, Dairy
Queen, PNC Bank and the
Allendale Goodwill store.
Residents enjoy access to
a full basketball court and
picnic area, as well as free
basic cable and DSL hook
up, water, trash pick-up and
parking. Each building also
has coin-operated laundry
machines.
Ainslie added that the
complex offers large apart
ments with lots of closet
space and big balconies.
GVSU student Katie Li

lian is living in the Ottawa
Creek apartments for her
third year and said she has
had only good experiences.
“The rent is reasonable,
especially considering the
size and condition of the
apartments,” Lihan said. “In
fact, the owners have been
very helpful whenever I’ve

((

...The best part
about living here
is the office

KATIE LIHAN
RESIDENT

had any problems. They’ve
been very willing to work
with me to straighten things
out.”
The helping hands and
accommodating staff mem
bers have helped make the
students housing experience
a positive one.
“I would have to say that
the best part about living
here is the office staff?’ she
said. “They are really good
with their tenants and are
extremely helpful. I quite

CONTACT
Phone:

616-453-9190
Website:

ottawacreek.com
honestly don’t have any
complaints about the last
three years I’ve been here.”
Residents can choose
between one-year and ninemonth leases. One-year leas
es include a one-bedroom,
no balcony room for $600
per month; a two-bedroom,
no balcony room for $720
per month; a two-bedroom
apartment with a balcony for
$770 per month; and a spa
cious one-bedroom apart
ment for $650 per month.
All prices are per unit.
Nine-month leases in
clude a one-bedroom, no
balcony room for $650 per
month; a two-bedroom, no
balcony room for $850 per
month; and a two-bedroom
apartment with a balcony
for $890 per month.
Ottawa Creek Apart
ments is currently offering
$200 off the first month’s
rent on a two-bedroom
apartment when the renter
brings in the ad. The offer
expires May 4, 2013.

mm
‘Spacious 1 & 2 Bedrooms
•Modern Appliances
•Walkout Balcony
•Central Air
•Dishwasher
‘Basketball Court
•Coin-Op Laundry (in each buUdwy)

•Cable
•Water
•Internet
•Trash
•Parking

0ntfrLrdon„t/paettf0 ,fS l0W 35 $180
q

616-453-9190

Ottawa creek. com

Person occupancy)
111? Stad Aee,
Located I mile
Waste! GVSU
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University townhouses is ‘quiet community’
Situated less than two miles from
the Allendale Campus, University
Townhouses and Apartments pro
vides what owner Dan Jansen calls
“just a quiet community.”
“Its a quiet, out-of-the-way
place for kids to go where they
don’t have to worry about the
busyness of Grand Valley,” Jans
en said, adding that he typically
has about 30 to 40 percent who
re-sign their leases after the year
“just because they like that at
mosphere.”
UTA has two separate loca
tions with 18 housing units on
Fillmore Street and five units on
take Michigan Drive. The Fill
more complex is nestled in a se
cluded, forest setting, while the
Lake Michigan complex is within
walking distance of a shopping
center and food, video and conve
nience stores.

Students can choose between
10- and 12-month leasing options
for three different rental styles.
• Depending on the length of
lease and number of occupants,
two-bedroom,
two-bathroom
Fillmore townhouse with 1110
square-feet could run anywhere
from $225 to $390 per person.
Meanwhile, a four-bedroom, twobathroom townhouse with 1400
square-feet could run anywhere
from $200 to $280 per person
with the same conditions. Two to
four tenants can fit comfortably in
a two-bedroom, while the fourbedroom can accommodate four
to six tenants. Both townhouse
options are dual-level.
The Fillmore location has re
cently added eight two-bedroom,
two-bathroom apartment units
priced at $370 to $390 per person
depending on the lease term.

The final style is two-bedroom,
one-bathroom apartments, located
at 6425 Lake Michigan Dr. The name

a
It's small, so we're
more personal than
a lot of the other
complexes are.

If
NAME OF PERSON
TITLE GOES HERE

of this complex is Campustown
Flats, and its 900 square-foot apart
ments are priced at $325 to $350 per

person depending on lease term.
“I think were one of the most
reasonably priced [housing estab
lishments] as far as the things that
we offer” Jansen said, adding that
one perk to living at UTA is that
the units provide more spacious
bedrooms than many other offcampus housing complexes.
Each townhouse and apart
ment unit also comes equipped
with a washer and dryer; a stove,
refrigerator and dishwasher in
the kitchen; and DSL, phone and
cable hookups in each room. Stu
dents staying at the Fillmore loca
tion also receive digital video and
cable Internet access.
And although UTA does not
have a nearby bus stop, it does of
fer free parking for all units.
Utilities for all living style units
include water, trash removal and
sewer. Heating is provided at several

locations, and the Lake Michigan
apartments include gas and electric.
In addition to rent, each unit
has a cleaning fee of $200.
However, the price of resi
dence is well worth the quaint at
mosphere.
“Its small, so were more per
sonal than a lot of the other com
plexes are,” Jansen said.
UTA requires a $10-per-person application fee and still has
rooms available for the 2013-14
school year.

CONTACT
Phone:

616-447-5511
Website:

gvtownhouses.com

Universit

Bedroom Units

A Variety of Homestyles
"WE GUARANTEE THE

tree Parking
Free Laundry
Free Heat

LOWEST RATES PER PERSON"
New units still available

5444. 5466, 5486 Fillmore Are
Allendale MJ 45401
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Apartments

B. Pineridge Apartments
C. The Lofts
D. Off Broadway Apartments

<xfc our

myloftH5.com
895. 2500

r

LIVE THE LIFESTYLE
• scenic panoramic views • flill-slze washer 6 dryer
• on-slte retail center •16 2 bedroom • pet fhlendly

6,1 uESPIE ,U,HI

6101 Lake Michigan Drive •
A-1500 Allendale. Ml. H9H0I
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All shapes and sizes: With four different complexes in Grand Rapids, Eenhoorn has various types of living spaces for various types of people throughout downtown.

Know all your options with Eenhoorn Properties
E.M Apartments offers a
perfect alternative for stu
dents who are fed up with
campus-living and clichl
student housing.
Their
apartment
communities
4ge ideally located within
walking distance of the
Grand Rapids campus or
between Grand Rapids and
Allendale. Each commu
nity offers a unique set of
amenities, floor plans and
styles. From high-rise to
single-story and from stu
dio to two-bedrooms, it’s all
available with E.M. Apart
ments. All communities
provide 24-hour emergency
maintenance; most feature
'♦on-site management and
offer furniture packages as
well as flexible lease terms.
Students no longer have to
sacrifice the perfect apart
ment in order to be close to
campus.
Ptnerfdge Apartments:
-The Best Of Both Worlds

Pineridge Apartments
is conveniently located
between Grand Rapids
and Allendale. The com
munity is nestled in a in
a quiet wooded area near
recreation trails yet close
to shopping, dining, enter
tainment and transporta
tion options like i96 and
The Rapid bus line. Resi
dents enjoy many other
benefits as well, including
complimentary gym mem
berships, free off-street
parking and onsite laundry
facilities. Pineridge is pet
friendly to non-aggressive
breeds under 50 pounds.
The on-site management
staff is friendly, profes
sional and multi-lingual.
Pineridge
features
ground-level apartments,
each with private en
trances in a condo-like
fashion. From studios to
two-bedroom apartments,
Pineridge offers several
thoughtfully designed floor

plans to choose from. Resi
dents enjoy fully furnished
kitchen appliances (includ
ing a dishwasher), vaulted
ceilings, air conditioning,
ceiling fans, built-in book
cases as well as compli
mentary water and trash
service. Some apartments
feature a private patio, pre
mium views and washer/
dryer connections. Furni
ture packages are available.
All apartments are cable
and internet ready. Flexible
lease terms are available.
2790 Pineridge Dr. NW
Walker. Ml 49534
616.453.7999
www.pineridge-apart
ments.com
www.focebook.com/
Rent Pineridge

Highland Place: A Haven
on the Hill
Highland Place located
in the historic Heritage Hill
neighborhood only a mile

from GVSUs downtown
campus. Residents love be
ing steps away from school,
entertainment, food and
fun. When you live at High
land Place you can appreci
ate distinctive downtown
flair, without dealing with
city hassles, like parking,
and without paying the city
price!
Highland Place offers
studio and one-bedroom
apartments designed with
comfort and style. Ame
nities include, fully fur
nished kitchen appliances
(including a dishwasher),
free off-street parking, in
tercom entry, laundry fa
cilities, air conditioning,
an elevator and 24-hour
emergency maintenance.
All apartments are cable
and internet ready. Fur
niture rentals and flexible
lease terms are available.
Up to two small pets are
allowed; however, breed
restrictions do apply.

405 Washington SE
Grand Rapids. Ml 49503
616.234.0100
www.highlandplaceapart
ments.com

The Lofts: Apartments
with Personality
The Lofts are less than a
mile from GVSU’s down
town campus and just steps
away from dining and en
tertainment. Fox added
convenience, a major bus
stop is just a block away
and The Rapids transit sta
tion is only a mile further.
Loft residents enjoy nu
merous community perks,
including free Wi-Fi in
the lounge and Tech Lab,
a fitness center, elevator,
laundry facilities, on-site
management,
24-hour
maintenance and intercom
entry. Residents love the
extensive amenities and
competitive rates.
Blending utility with

simple and elegant design,
each one and two bedroom
apartment radiates char
acter, comfort and beauty.
The large and numerous
windows allow for stun
ning views of downtown
Grand Rapids, giving resi
dents a true fusion of light,
life, and space. Apartment
conveniences include fully
equipped kitchen appli
ances (dishwasher includ
ed), central air, spacious
open floor plans and ample
closet space. The Lofts are
cable and internet ready;
plus, internet can even be
bundled with rent! Offstreet parking and storage
space are available. Up to
two small, non-aggressive
pets are allowed.
26 Sheldon Blvd.SE
Grand Rapids, Ml 49503
616.234.0100
www.loftsapartments.com
www.facebook.com/th
eloftsapartments
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Plaza Towers: High-Rise
Heaven

Plaza Towers offers a
unique downtown living
experience with the best
amenities around. This
luxury high-rise in the
heart of Grand Rapids is
located directly across the
Grand River from GVSU.
In Michigan we deal
with bitter-cold winters as
well as hot and humid sum
mers. With Skywalk access
at Plaza Towers, there is
no need to go outdoors for
dinner, shopping, or enter
tainment. Plus, residents
enjoy exclusive discounts
at local businesses like The
B.O.B. and Echo Salon.
Start the morning with

HOUSING GUIDE
a complimentary cup of
espresso or cappuccino.
Stay “in” and enjoy the
state-of-the-art
cinema
room, 24-hour fitness cen
ter, indoor pool, hot tub
and sauna. Venture out to
the rooftop sports deck or
the private patio and grillpad.
The apartments at Plaza
Towers are available in a
wide variety of floor plans
from studios to two-bed
rooms. Each apartment is
thoughtfully designed to
showcase the breathtaking
views. Apartments feature
newer appliances, wood
and slate flooring, gran
ite counter tops, custom
cabinetry and free cable

TV service. Residents can
advantage of onsite laun
dry facilities as well as va
let dry-cleaning services.
Available parking options
include, off-street and un
derground. Storage units,
furniture rentals and flex
ible lease terms (from 2-12
months) are available. Cats
Welcome.
Plaza Towers

201W. Fulton St
Grand Rapids, Ml 49503
616.776.3300
www.plazatowersapart
ments.com
www.facebook.com/Pla
zaTowersApartments

now
bedroom
apartments

Off-Street

downtown;
less than

Private Entrances
& Patios
Vaulted Ceilings
Open Floor Plans
Built-In Bookcases
Air Conditioning
Cable 6c Internet Ready
Furniture Packages
Available
Gym Membership
Onsite Laundry
Facilities

includes snow removal, water utility
services and trash removal!!

24-Hour Emergency
Maintenance
Flexible Lease Terms
choosefrom 2-12 months

616.453.7999
www. pi ncridgc-apartmcnts.com
.-“S^tvLwww

*

^ Fully J

Equipped

Covered
Parking
Available

Kitchen

Appliances

campus

THE LOFTS, PINERIDGE APARTMENTS
HIGHLAND PLACE, PLAZA TOWERS AND MORE....
emaparments.com

Central
VAir

616.234.0100

www.loftsapartments.com
student status and
income restrictions apply

26 Sheldon Blvd. SE
Grand Raplde, Ml 49503

